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Abstract 

Experiments have been conducted in an optically accessible combustion bomb to 

determine how a natural gas jet interacts with a glow plug, as well as where and under 

what conditions it ignites in a high swirl combustion chamber. A Cooperative Fuel 

Research (CFR) engine was used as a rapid compression device to provide bomb pressure 

charging. Photographs were taken with a high speed ICCD camera while changing glow 

plug temperature, peak bulk gas temperature, peak bulk gas pressure, injection angle, and 

local air swirl motion around the glow pIug through the use of various shields. The 

research has shown that combustion chamber design, especially the use of a shieId to 

minimize local air motion around the glow plug, is critical in obtaining ignition of natural 

gas in 2 ms or less at reasonable bulk gas and glow plug temperatures. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

Enpine rnanufacturers and auto rnakers are finding it harder to meet the ever tightening 

vehicle exhaust emission standards. The use of alternative fuels offers hope in lowering 

ernissions. Nanird gas has been proven to lower ernissions in spark i,onition engines and 

is generally considered to be a "clean burning" fuel. Currently naturd gas is also less 

expensive than diesel fuel', as well as being domesticdy available with an established 

(but limited in scope) infrastructure for refueling purposes. The recent imposition of 

much more stringent exhaust emission standards for heavy duty engines has generated 

interest in developing a natural gas engine that operates on a more fuel efficient diesel 

cycle. 

While naturai gas has improved emissions in spark ignition engines, these engines do not 

offer the fuel economy, especially at part load, that compression ignition ensines do. 

A compression ignition engine is not knock limited, ailowing a higher compression ratio. 

It is not throttled, which reduces pumping losses, and has Iower heat rejection than a 

spark ignition engine. These difierences result in a 17% higher brake thermal eff~ciency 

between a diesel engine and a natural gas s p x k  iznition engine [Richards, 19923. 

Natural gas fueling does add some parasitic losses that are not present in a conventional 

diesel enpine. This results from the need to cornpress low pressure natural gas frorn an 

onboard tank to a high pressure 

- 

Although this is due to the absence 

for injection. Even when this is taken into account, 

of roui tax on natural gas at present, 



natural gas fueling still offers an improvement in themal efficiency of up to 10% 

[Richards, 19921. 

Natural gas will not ignite within the required time interval in a compression i,anition 

engine designed for diesel fuel due to its high autoignition temperature. In a typical 17: 1 

compression ratio diesel engine, the peak gas temperature at the end of the compression 

stroke is about 750-900K. Previous research has shown that natural gas requires at least 

1200K to ignite within 2 ms [Fraser, 199 1, Naber and Siebers, 19941. Ignition delays 

longer than 2 ms are detrimentai to engine efficiency, ernissions and driveability due to 

the variability in the longer i-mition process [Aesoy and Vdland. 19961. To achieve peak 

bulk gas temperatures of greater than 1200K, an engine would require a compression 

ratio in excess of 33: 1. A compression ratio this high is not desirable in terrns of 

mechanical and thermal loading; therefore the need for some type of ignition assist is 

required to ignite the fuel in the required amount of time. Currently there are three main 

methods of ignition assist. 

The first method is to inject a small quantity of diesel fuel, which ignites at the lower 

in-cylinder bulk gas temperatures. Once the diesel fuel raises gas temperatures, naturai 

gas is injected into the burning mixture. This technology is known as diesel fuel pilot 

injection, and has been shown be successfril method of ignition assist. The major 

disadvantage to this type of ignition assist is the fact that two fuels are required, with two 

separate storage systems. 



The second method is to ignite the mixture using a spark plug. This would seem a good 

solution. as a spark wiU easily ignite a fuel-air mixture. The problem lies in designing an 

engine that will produce an ignitable mixture in the spark gap under al1 Ioads and speeds. 

It adds one more variable into an already difficult problem- 

The third method is to use a glow plug to provide a hot surface for the ignition of naturai 

gas. There are several advantages to glow plug i,onition over spark ignition- A slow 

plug has a large surface area compared to a spark, so providing a n  ignitable mixture at 

this larger location over the entire operating range of the engine is much less challenging. 

Since a glow plug is always energized, there is no need to have to time the spark with the 

injection of gas into the cylinder. Of these three methods of ignition assist of natural gas, 

a glow plug seems to offer the best solution in terms of design simplicity. 

Nanirai gas fueling of a diesel engine with ignition assist has been shown to reduce 

emissions over a conventional diesel engine. With diesel pilot injection (HPDI), the 

gaseous ernissions from a six-cylinder two-stroke turbocharged and aftercooled engine 

are shown in Table 1.1 [Douville et. al., l998]. 

Tabte 1.1 - 13 mode test emissions, al1 uni& (ghhp-lir) 

Oxides of nitrogen were reduced 43% over diesel fueling, while C h ,  and CO increased. 

Carbon dioxide Ievels were 35% lower. 

CO 

0.5 

2.3 

Diesel 

HPDl 

BSFC 

204.5 

209.1 

nmHC 

0.2 

0.2 

NOx 

8.6 

4.9 

CH4 

0.3 

1.4 



With glow plug ignition assist, steady state emissions were measured on a 4-stroke 3 - 4 4  

singie cylinder research engine. Oxides of nitrogen were reduced 25% over diesel 

fueling, while hydrocarbon emissions tripled. Smoke was reduced by 50% mchards,  

19931. 

Hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions in diesel fueled compression ignition 

engines are extremely low. The increases in these two emissions with natural gas fueling 

are not considered a problem since the vast majority of the hydrocarbons are methane, 

which is fairly unreactive in the atmosphere. Of more importance are oxides of nitrogen 

and particulate matter emissions. Any change made to engine speed, fueling rates, 

injection timings, injection pressures, or % EGR, that will benefit NOx emissions, will 

cause an increase in pcdculate emissions and vice versa. Figure 1.1 shows this tradeoff 

between NO, and particulates. 

Figure 1.1 - NO, vs. particulate tradeoff meywood, 19881 



The only way to lower both emissions at the same time is to shift the entire NOx- 

particulate curve lower. Naturaigis fueling offers lower NO, emissions due to its lower 

flame temperature, and has a reduced propensity to soot, thus resulting in lower 

particulate ernissions. 



Chapter 2 - Theory and Background 

Natural gas has very poor ignition characteristics compared to diesel fuel. In a typical 

diesel engine with a compression ratio of 17: 1, the buik gas temperature at the end of the 

compression stroke is not hot enough to ignite the naturai gas. Figure 2.1 shows the 

compression ratio and intake air temperature necessary to generate high enough 

temperatures at the end of compression for ignition of the gas (pure methane as well as 

methme with different percentages of ethane) in 2 ms or less. 

NATC'RAL GAS 

Fressure Delky-2 as 

C 2 0 4 O 60 8 O 100 
Pressure (atm) 

Figure 2.1 - Compression ratio and temperatures needed for 2 rns ignition delay time [Fraser, 19911 

The required compression temperature for 2 ms ignition delay can be achieved by intake 

air heating, or by a high compression ratio, but neither of these are desirable solutions to 

the problem. A hot surface such as s typical automotive glow plus can Locally raise the 

bulk gas temperature to above 1200K without resorting to high compression ratios, or 

heated inlet air. The difficulty lies in providing an ignitable fuel air mixture in the 



vicinity of the glow plug by entraining the glow plug heated air into the fuel jet- This is 

dependent on the location of the glow plug relative to the injecter, the angle of the 

injection relative to the gIow plug, the air density and the swirl within the combustion 

charnber. Once an ignitable mixture is provided in the location of the glow plug, ignition 

delay times will be dependent on fuel composition, bulk gas temperature, bulk gas 

pressure, and injection timing. Al1 of these factors will affect the ignition delay time of 

the natural gas, and this is what presents a difficult problem in terms of combustion 

chamber design- 

2.1 Factors affecting ignition delay with Natural gas 

2.1.1 Fuel composition 

The composition of natural gas has a large effect on its ignition characteristics. The 

presence of the higher order hydrocarbons such as ethane and propane improves the 

ignition quality as compared with pure methane. Mixtures of methane, with percentages 

of 0, 5.13, and 10.6% ethane, required buik gas temperatures of 1250, 1225, and 12OOK 

to ignite in the required time of 2 ms [Fraser, 199 11. Propane has an even larger effect in 

improving the ignition characteristics of methane. An addition of 8% propane was as 

effective in reducing ignition temperature as an addition of 20% ethane [Aesoy and 

Vailand, 19961. Figure 2.2 shows the reduction in ignition temperature for various gas 

compositions. 



Figure 2.2 - Ignition temperature reiative to methane vs. additive content [Aesoy and Valland, 199a 

The lower ignition delay times are due to the differences in the kinetic processes with the 

higher hydrocarbons as compared to methane. The longer delay times for methane are 

largely due to the methyl radical CH3, which dominates methane ignition. Methyl 

radicals are difficult to oxidize, while the alkyl radicals produced by ethane and propane 

are easier to oxidize which Ieads to faster ignition of the entire mixture as opposed to 

p u e  methane [Naber and S iebers, 19941. 

2.1.2 Bulk gas temperature 

Bulk ,pas temperanire is a very important factor in a compression ignition engine. Several 

researchers have conducted work in the area of natural gas ignition in a diesel 

environment without using ignition assist. Similar to a diesel without ignition assist, the 

i,pition of the natural gas is due to the conditions that exist in the combustion charnber at 

the time of injection. 



Cornparisons of i,&tion delay with various füels are shown in figure 2.3- 

Figure 2.3 - Pressure delay vs. temperature for various fuels Fraser, 19911 

It c m  be seen from figure 2.3 that a compression temperature of 1200-1250 K is needed 

for a 2 ms i,@ion delay with a 5.13% ethane mixture (the balance is methane). With 

initial conditions of 1 atm and 300 K before compression, an engine would need a 

compression ratio of over 32: 1 to achieve a 1250K peak bulk gas temperature. The 

actual compression ratio would need to be even higher as peak compression temperatures 

are much lower during cold s t a r  conditions due to heat transfer through the walls of the 

cold combustion charnber. Air lealcage (blowby) past the rings at starting speeds d s o  

reduces peak pressure and temperatures at the end of the compression stroke. 



Figure 2.4 shows typical peak temperatures dunng nrnning as weLI as starting conditions. 

Figure 2.4 - Peak motored bulk gas temperature vs. engine speed meywood, 19881 

Due to the low cold starting compression temperatures, intake air heating may also be 

necessary, even with glow plug assist in the combustion chamber, for cold starting. 

2.1.3 Glow plug temperature 

One of the largest factors affecting the ignition delay time of natural gas is the 

temperature of the glow plug, or hot surface, that is used to assist in the ignition of the 

gas. 



Figure 3-5 shows that as the surface temperature of the glow plug increases, the ignition 

delay decreases, 

Figure 2.5 - Ignition delay vs. hot surface temperature [Aesoy and Valland, 19961 

Computer modeling by Tang [1997] showed that increasing both glow plug heat flux and 

surface area affect ignition delay times. Increasing the heat flux resulted in shorter 

ignition delay times than increasing glow plug surface area with a given amount of added 

energy. Achieving higher heat fluxes to the mixture by increasing glow plug 

temperatures is limited by the maximum operating temperature of the glow plug. Most 

conventionai glow plugs operate at temperatures under 1200K, with some newer ceramic 

types providing temperatures up to 155OK. Glow plugs in diesel applications are 

generdly only used for starting and continuous operation will severely limit their service 

life. Space limitations in the cylinder head caused by the location of valves, the injecter, 

engine coolant passages and piston location at TDC will also lirnit the maximum surface 

area of the glow plug used. 



Ambient conditions in the cylinder will affect the surface temperature of the glow plug 

throughout the operating cycle of the engine. During the intake and compression strokes 

air motion and temperature will affect the surface temperature of the glow plug due to 

heat transfer to the bulk gas. In engines with a high swirl ratio the heat transfer 

coefficient wiii be increased and more heat loss to the bulk gas will occur. Locating the 

glow plug in a position where it will have the highest surface temperature, (toward the 

center of the chamber where gas velocities will be the smallest) will be an important 

design consideration in reducing i~nition delay times. 

Naturd gas ignition delay times of 2 ms or less have been achieved in a large diesel 

engine by Aesoy and Valland [1996], with glow plug assist. The engine used had a 320 

mm bore, and a 350 mm stroke. Large engines of this size have relatively quiescent 

combustion chambers, and therefore the short ignition delay times may be more difficult 

to achieve in srnaller, high swirl combustion chambers, where slow plug surface 

temperatures are likely to be lower due to increased heat transfer to the swirling bulk gas. 

2.1.4 Bulk gas pressure 

Bulk gas pressure at the time of injection of natural gas has not been shown to have a 

large impact on ignition delay times. Pressrires were tested in the range from 5 to 55 atm 

[Fraser, 199 1 1. 



2.1.5 Injection Timing 

Injection timing also has a large role to play in the ignition delay time of natural gas. The 

temperatures required for autoignition of natural gas in 2 ms or less are 1200-1300K, and 

have have been determined through the use of constant volume combustion bornbs. A 

constant volume combustion bomb has a relatively steady temperature when compared 

with a diesel engine. In an engine, the time of injection will not necessarily be at the 

peak temperature during the compression stroke. With an engine speed of 1500 rpm, a 2 

ms delay time is equivaient to 18 CA degrees. Fi-gure 2.6 shows that the temperat~xe in 

the cylinder c m  Vary considerably over an 18 CA degree period. 

Temperature vs. crankshaft position 

Crankshaft position (CAD) 

Figure 2.6 - Temperature vs. CAD in the ERDL combustion bomb 

For a typical injection timing of 350 CAD, the temperature varies from 10 15 K to 9 1 S K 

over 18 CA degress, or a reduction of 9.6%. 



This can lead to an underestirnate of the peak temperature required to achieve a 2 ms 

ignition delay time. Since it is the integrated temperature-time history that drives the 

chemicai reactions leading to ignition, acnial peak temperatures in an engine will have to 

be higher than the temperatures in a constant volume combustion bomb to obtain the 

sarne ignition delay tirnes. 

2.1.6 Engine Load 

Engine load will also have an impact on ignition delay tirnes. When operating at a higher 

load a diesel engine will have higher peali bulk gas temperatures. At higher Loads the 

cylinder wall, head, and piston will be at a higher temperature, thereby reducing the heat 

transfer out of the combustion chamber. The hotter residual gases, at higher loads, will 

also raise the peak temperature of the bulk gas during the compression stroke. 



2.2 Providing an ignitable mixture at the glow plug 

Once thermal conditions at the glow plug, i-e. temperature, are favorable for fast i,onition, an ignitable 

mixture ofgas and air must be present locdly. This is not an easy thing to do, as the injection angle 

relative to the glow plug will be fixed as well as the distance from injector to glow plu,o. The injection 

angle and glow plug location must be chosen to provide an ignitable mixture over al1 engine loads and 

speeds. 

2.2.1 Injection angle 

Lnjection angle is a very important consideration when trying to provide an ignitable mixture in the 

vicinity of the glow plug. The core of the naturid gas jet is cold and rich. As you rnove outward from the 

center of the jet- hot air from the combustion chamber mixes with the gas to create a fuel-air mixture that 

is ignitable. Optimum glow plug placement will be somewhere in the penphery, away from the cold, rich 

core of the jet, where an ignitable fuel air mixture exists. 

The placement of the glow plug will dso  have an impact on the mixing of the jet with the air in the 

cornbution charnber. Computer modeling perfomed by Sun [1999] has shown that proper placement of 

the glow plug will provide a relatively calm, high temperature region behind the glow plug where ignition 

c m  take place. Computer modeling of the gas jetlglow plug interaction was performed. 



Figure 2.7 shows three possibilities for glow plug placement. 

Figure 3-7 - Glow plug placement options [Sun, 19991 

Swirl was incorporated into the mode1 to deterrnine the different conditions which will exist between glow 

plug locations 4 and 5. Figure 2.8 shows the mass fraction of fuel contour Lines for the three different 

glow plug locations. 

Position 5 Position 3 Position 4 

Figure 2.8 - Fuel mass fraction contour lines of injected fuel jet [Sun, 19991 



Position 3 surrounds the glow plug with a relatively rich mixture which may not be the best condition for 

fast i,&tion of the gas. Positions 4 and 5 offer a wider range of gas mixtures that are in contact with the 

glow plug. Some optimum glow plug position will exist either upstream or downstream of the air swirl in 

the chamber. 

Figure 2.9 shows the temperature contour Iines in the charnber for the same glow plug locations. 

Position 5 Position 3 Position 4 

Figure 2.9 - Temperature contour lines around gIow plug [Sun, 19991 

Ail three locations provide a high temperature region behind the glow plug. However, as shown in the 

previous figure, only the glow plug locations at the edge of the periphery provide both a high temperature 

and ignitable fuel-air mixture in the sarne location. 

2.2.2 Glow plug distance 

Glow plug distance frorn the center of the combustion charnber is also important. The modeling work 

which bas been conducted so far has only specified a glow plug surface temperature. In a high swirl 

combustion charnber, lower glow plug surface temperatures will result as the glow plug is rnoved further 

from the center of the combustion charnber due to increasing air swirl velocity. 



Figure 2.10 shows the velocity distribution in a bowl in piston DI: engine. 

Figure 2.10 - Vetocity distribution in a bowl in piston DI engine [Heywood, 19881 

Air velocities increase with distance From the center of the combustion chamber, and with increasing 

crank angle towards TDC. Swirl velocities also increase with engine speed, therefore the placement of the 

glow plug will have to be optimized for high speed engine operation, as this is where glow plug 

temperatures will be the lowest. 

In terms of glow plug temperature, placement as close to the center of the charnber will offer the highest 

surface temperatures. However, this location will not offer the most ideal fuel air mixture for ignition. 

The size of the flarnrnable fuel-air mixture will increase, as the distance from the injector increases, dong 

the periphery of the jet. 



This c m  be seen in Figure 2.1 1. 

Figure 2.11 - Deflection of jet in swirl direction [Heywood, 19881 

Therefore the optimum glow plug placement will be a compromise between slow plug surface 

temperature (close to center of the combustion chamber), and flamnlable fuel-air mixture (in the 

downstream portion of the jet). 

The shape of the injected gas jet will also change with increasing swirl. Figure 2.11 also shows that as 

engine speed and swirl increase the jet will follow the direction of the air motion in the cylinder. The 

deflection of the jet will be more pronounced the further it is from the injector nozzle. If a glow plug is 

placed close to the injector, the location of the jet relative to the glow plug will be less influenced by the 

engine speed than a glow plug which is placed further from the injector. 



Chapter 3 - Experimental setup 

3.1 CFR engineldynamometer unit 

The combustion bomb uses a Cooperative Fuel Research (CFR) engine/dynamometer 

unit as a rapid compression device to provide bomb pressure charging. The 

dynamometer DC motor has variable speed capability and can motor the CFR engine at 

speeds up to 400 rpm. 

The modifications to the CFR engine irself for the purpose of this experimental work 

included mounting a piston-top plate and changing the piston ring configuration to two 

oïl control rings from the original single ring. The piston-top plate was necessary to 

maintain required compression ratios by reducing the cylinder clearance volume. 

offsetting the added volume of the combustion bomb, and bomb charging passageway. 

The improved oil control gained by the second ring was required to prevent oil fouling of 

the combustion bornb window and rnirror surfaces. 

Althoujh the CFR engine is a variable compression ratio design (the engine cylinder and 

head assembly can be raised and lowered within its block-mounted clarnping sleeve 

during operation) a minimal piston-to-head clearance of 0.45 mrn has been chosen to 

maximize compression ratio for the bomb-charging application. The compression ratio 

of the CER enginehomb system is 16.5 1: 1. This compression ratio is based on a 

clearance volume of 39.44 cm3 and a swept displacement of 6 11.73 cm3 (82.55 mm bore 

x 114.3 mm stroke). 



Further volumetric details are shown in Table 3.1, 

Table 3-1 - Volumetric characteristics of CFR engindbomb system 

1 Volume (cm3) 

1 Bornb chamber I 25.94 

1 lnjector nozlle and glow plug displacement l (-) 0.56 

1 Bomb charging passage I 4.49 

1 Clearance volume v&e depressions) I 8.09 

1 CFR engine displacement 1 611.73 

Other CFR engine chamber cavities 

3.2 Combustion bomb 

1 -48 

In order to provide experimental results that could easily be transferred to other aspects of 

the project, as well as practical applications, the combustion bomb chamber was designed 

to closely resembie the shape of a round piston bowl. having a cylindrical shape. 50.8 

mm in diameter and 12.7 mm deep (the same dimensions as the piston bowl used in the 

optical Ricardo engine). To generate swirl in the combustion bomb (both to reflect the 

characteristics of the two valve-per cylinder engine as well as to investigate the impact of 

swirl on glow plug-assisted ignition) the bomb charge passageway was oriented for 

tangential air entiy into the bomb combustion charnber. 



An outline diagram of the CFRERDL bomb cylinder assembly is shown in Figure 3.1 

with further part details shown in Figure 3-2- 

Figure 3.1 - View of combustion bomb and fuel injector assembly mounted on CFR engine cylinder 
Head 

CFR engine 
Cvlinder head 

Bore 

injector 

\ 

Figure 3.2 - Top view of combustion bomb, fuel injector, and CFR engine cylinder head details 

ERDL Combustion 



A photo image of the combustion chamber and mirror including the injector and glow 

plug in one of the tiuee possible glow plug positions is shown in Figure 3.3. 

Figure 3.3 - Combustion bomb chamber and mirror with injector and glow plug (in close position) 
quartz window removed 

Origindly a laser shadowgraph system was to be used in this study to help visuaiize the 

mixing process of the fuel jet with the surrounding bulk sas, but the optical quality of the 

mirror did not survive the harsh combustion environment of the bomb. 

3.2.1 Glow Plug Positions 

The combustion bomb was designed with the injector located in the center of the bomb 

chmber. To provide for investigating the effect of glow plug distance (from the injector 

nozzle) on ignition characteristics, the option of three glow plug positions (relative to the 

injector nozzle) were included in the design. 



Distances frorn the point where the jet exits the injector nozzle to the point where the axis 

of the jet crosses the center axis of the glow plug for the close, middle, and far positions 

respectively (shown in Figure 3.4), are given in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 - Options for gIow plug position 

1 Glow plug position 1 Distance of glow plug axis from noule exit 1 

I Middle I 11.25mm l 

Figure 3.4 - Options for glow plug position and injection jet direction 

Far 

Because of restraints imposed by the size of the injector nozzle, the glow plug orientation 

is such that its axis is offset 20" from the axis of the injector. This is shown in Figure 3.5. 

16.33mm 1 



In-- ector 

Figure 3.5 - GIow pIug orientation relative to injector nozzle (glow plug shown in close position) 

3.2.2 Injection angles 

As well as considering glow plug distance, the injector is installed to allow for any choice 

of angle between the a i s  of the injected jet and the glow plug. For clarity, the 

convention established for measuring injected jet angle with respect to the glow plug is: 

0" for the jet aimed directly at the glow plug mis; increasing positive values as the jet is 

moved in the direction of the air-charge swirl; increasing negative values as the jet is 

moved counter to the direction of the swirl. Examples for +20° (jet downstream from 

glow plug) and -30" (jet upsuearn from glow plug) cases for the close glow plug position 

are shown in Figure 3.4. 

3.3 Glow plug 

A standard 10 mm (threaded body), resi stance-heated, glo .ug has been used for 

testing (shown in Figure 3.6). It is a conventional style, having a coiled-wire resistance 

element potted in a ceramic thermal conductor and metal sheathed with a 5 mm diarneter 



pin. It is rated at SVDC. The source is IsuzdGM ( p h  8-944392 18- 1) and it is from a 

production automotive diesel engine application. 

The glow plug displays a charactenstic linear resistance/temperature relationship 

allowing for accurate determination of glow plug core temperature by determining 

resistance as calculated from measured operating voltage and current. Experience from 

experimental work has shown that the coiled wire resistance element glow plug has a 

failure temperature (glow plug core temperature) of approximately 1475K and c m  be 

operated successfully for a long duration at core temperatures up to 1400K. The surface 

temperature of the glow plug was measured using a thin foi1 (0.0005") type-k 

thermocoupie. Glow plug voltage and current were measured at the same time to deveIop 

the relationship between resistance and temperature. The calibration for the glow plugs 

used is shown in Appendix A. 

Figure 3.6 - IsuzufGM glow plug used in the ERDL bomb ( p h  8-94439218-1) 



3.4 Fiber optic iift sensor 

A fiber optic lifi sensor was used to determine the start of injection (SOI). The lift sensor 

uses a fiber optic cable mounted in the back of the injector head. Figure 33. shows the 

lift sensor access location. 

ln jector 
/ 

ln jector 
Sup ly/ hea d 

Armature u 
I 

Cod ribs 

\ Fiber op tic 
iift çensor 
a ccess 

Figure 3.7 - Location of fiber optic lift sensor access 

The end of the fiber optic cable is slightly recessed in the coil rib so that the armature 

does not corne into direct contact with it when the coil is energized. The flat surface of 

the armature facing the fiber optic cable is poIished to a rnirror finish. A light ernitting 

diode shines light onto the armature through the fiber optic cable which is retlected off 

the armature and passes back dong the same fiber optic cable. The reflected light is split 

into a separate cable using a Gould Mode1 fiber optic coupler ( p h  15-33300-50- 1 130 1) 

and reaches a photo diode which outputs a voltage which is dependant on the intensity of 

the light signal. The intensity of the light signal is affected by the armature distance from 



the fiber optic cable end. Calibration of the fiber optic Lift sensor is shown in Appendix 

A, 

3.5 Imaging system 

An Princeton Instruments ICCD (Intensified Charge Couple Device) imaging system is 

used to capture images of combustion in the ERDL bomb. Figure 3.8 shows a schematic 

of the imaging system. 

TEAACCD 
Deteaor 

Sï-238 Detector 
Contmller 

Figure 3.8 - Block diagram of ICCD detector system [Cheung, 19961 

The system is composed of a TEAlICCD Detector, ST- 138 Detector Controller, PG-200 

Pulse Generator, and an EISA bus computer running WinView version 1.4.3 software. 

The image intensifier, which is controlled by the high voltage gate pulse frorn the PG-200 

Pulse Generator, amplifies the incoming light signal ont0 the CCD array. The CCD array 

transfers the acquired images to the ST- 138 Detector Controller where the images are 

digïtized and send to the computer for analysis with the WinView software package. 

The PG-200 Pulse generator uses the image intensifier as a high speed shiitter by 

generating gate pulses as short a 5 ns, but the actual image acquisition rate is lirnited by 



the CCD array data transfer rate. With this CCD array the maximum attainable frarne 

rate during testing was 1785 frarnes/sec. 

A series of 11 frarnes is captured before the image is transferred to the WinView 

cornputer for analysis. Each frarne resolution is 104x298 pixels which results in one 

1152x298 image. In actual testing the first frarne is always overexposed for an 

undetermined reason. This resuks in 10 useabIe frarnes per image. 

3.5.1 Camera triggering 

h a g e  timing is controlled by a series of electronic units which together provide 1 1 

pulses to the PG-200 PuIse Generator. The settings for timing are manually set by the 

user. Figure 3.9 shows a schematic of the triggenng system. 

1 Variable Windor Mjustable Cdni im Trigqer , Ma kcquisitiwi Burçt Fife Control PG-200 Puise Generator ST-133 Ddector Controilw !CCÜ ktectcr ' 
I 

Oekyed Trigger Dut 

Figure 3.9 - ICCD detector triggering system 

The Variable Window Data Acquisition box determines the start tirning of the I 1 images 

and the Adjustable Burst Fire box sets the timing between frarnes- The Variable Window 

Data Acquisition box has two settings, the start and end of the imaging window. There 



are £ive CDM puIses per CAD, and timing starts at the non-Firing TDC (beginning of 

intake stroke)- Typically with a injection timing of 10° BTDC, the start window will be 

set to 1750 (which is 350" after the non-firing TDC pulse times 5) ,  and the end of the 

window will be about 2200 (which is well after the last image will be taken)- The output 

from the Variable Window Data Acquisition box goes to the Adjustable Burst Fire box. 

This box takes the CDM pulses and removes a user defined arnount to set the image 

acquisition rate. For example, if the Adjustable Burst Fire is set to 104, for every four 

pulses from the Variable Window output, only one will allowed to pass. 

3.5.2 Lens filtering 

There are two phases to a compression ignition combustion event. The fust phase is the 

prernixed combustion phase. Fuel and air which have mixed during the ignition delay 

period rapidl y combust. This premixed combustion produces very little soot. Light 

ernitted in the premixed phase of combustion is mainly shoaer wavelength blue lisht. 

The second phase of combustion is the mixing-controlled phase. After al1 the premixed 

fuel and air mixture has burned, the remaining rich pocket of fuel bums as it mixes with 

the surrounding air. This diffusion Rame produces soot, which is lumino~~s due to its 

high temperature. This luminous soot emits large amounts of longer wavelength yellow- 

orange lisht. 

The light intensity from the lurninous soot and the slow plug limit the sensitivity the 

ICCD camera can be set to. To use the ICCD camera at higher sensitivity, the Iight 

emitted by the lurninous soot and the glow plug must be removed. 



Figure 3.10 shows the transrnittance vs. wavelength of kodak lens filter 47B. This filter 

will remove light from 500-700nm. With this filter niost of the 500nm (green light) to 

700nm (red hght) will be removed and the ICCD camera sensitivity c m  be increased to 

observe the low intensity 400-450nm (blue) light that is associated with prernixed 

combustion. By capturing the images of prernixed combustion, initial gas jet-glow plus 

interaction c m  be better studied. 

Light Transmittance vs. Wavelength 
Kodak Lens Filter 47B 
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Figure 3.10 - Light transrnittance of Kodak lens filter 



3.6 Data acquisition system 

The data acquisition system uses a National Instruments AT-MIO- 16E-2 data acquisition 

board in a 100 MHz fentium PC connected to a SC-2070 termination board. LabView 

version 3.1 software acquires data and controls the fuel injector timing (see Appendix B 

for the LabView data acquisition programming). The data acquisition system acquires 

data at a rate of 1800 pts/engine revolution which are based off an AVL 360C00 shaft 

encoder on the CFR engine. The parameters measured both by the data acquisition and 

manudly recorded are shown in Table 3.3 (see Appendix A for al1 sensor calibrations). 

Table 3.3 - Parameters measured during ERDL bomb testing 

1 I 1 1 

Pressure Ilntake manifold IGM MAP sensor 10-3 Bar 1 DAQ system 

1 Measurement 1 Location 

l I l 1 

Pressure l ~ o m b  1 Kistler 61 21 A 10-250 Bar ~DAQ system ) 
l I l l 

Pressure 1 fl lnjector supply l inel~heavitz PSI 0061 -0005 IO-2500psi / DAQ system 

Sensor 

1 1 1 f 

lnjector lift 1 lnjector 1 ~ i b e r  optic lift sensor 10.000 to 0.020" 1 DAQ system 

Range 1 Recorded byl 

1 1 , r 

Temperature l ~ o r n b  lType K thermocouple 1-200 to 1250°C 1 DAQ system 
1 1 1 1 

Temperature 1 lntake manifold l ~ y p e  K thermocouple 1-200 to 1 250°C lmanually 
1 

Temperature 1 ~xhaust  manifold l ~ y p e  K thermocouple 1-200 to 1 250°C 1 manually 
1 I 

Temperature l ~ i r r o r  back l ~ y p e  K thermocouple 1-200 to 1 250°C manually 1 
I I 

Temperature 1 ~ n ~ i n e  coolant l ~ y p e  K thermocouple 1-200 to 1 250°C 1 manually 1 
I I I l 

Temperature 1 fngine oil lType K thermocouple 1-200 to 1 250°C 1 manually 

l~emperature l ~ l &  plug core 1 DAQ board 10-1 400 K lmanually 1 
Power 

RPM 

Glow piug core 

Engine 

DAQ board 

Daytronic mode! 3340 
f requency indicator 

0-1 1 OW 

O to 400 rpm 

manually 

manually 



Chapter 4 - Naturd gas injector 

4.1 Design 

The injector used in the ERDL bomb experiments is a modified version of the injector 

developed by Green and Wallace [1989]. See Appendix C for details on the previous 

designs. Figure 4.1 shows a drawing of the modified injector used in the combustion 

bomb experiments. 

lnjector 

Refum 

Figure 4.1 - Naturai gas injector 

Gas is supplied at the back of the injector cap and it m'akes its way through the injector 

body to the pintle seat. When the coil is energized the armature, which is attached to the 

pintle, is pulled ont0 the coil ribs. The gas then passes though the hole in the pintle seat 

to the nozzle exit hole. Once current to the coil stops flowing, the return spring forces the 

pintle back ont0 the seat and the injection event is over. The injector head is threaded 

into the injector body, and aiIows adjustrnent of the distance between the coil and 



armature, This affects both the mechanical delay time of the injector as well as the 

distance of the pintle from the pintle seat during the injection. 

4.2 Injector lift delay time 

A fiber optic sensor is used to measure injector Iift. Figure 4.2 shows a typical Injector 

lift vs. Voltage for the sensor. 

Typical injector Lift vs. Voltage 

0.50 0.75 1 .O0 1 -25 
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Figure 4.2 - Injector lift vs. lift sensor voltage (0.000in corresponds to fully open) 

The voltage output of the lift sensor will decrease over time as the mirror surface of the 

armature becomes dirty or scuffed by repeated contact with the coi1 nbs. Therefore only 

the start of injection cari be detemùned by the lift sensor as the calibration will change 

over time. 



There is a delay time after current is supplied to the injector before the pintIe wiIl lift off 

of the seat and allow $as to exit the nozzle. Using the fiber optic lift sensor determines 

when the pintle begins to move off of the seat, and this is considered to be the start of 

injection. If the current pulse to the injector is used to determine start of injection, 

ignition dehy times will be overestimated. 

Using the fiber optic lift sensor allows us to determine the injector response tirne. Figure 

4.3 shows the injector lift delay tirne for different coi1 to armature distances. The 

distances are norrnalized, the injector head was moved hrther back for each test, but the 

initial distance was unknown due to changing armature rnirror conditions. 

lnjector lift delay vs NormaIised armature distance 
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Figure 4.3 - Injector lift delay vs. normalized armature distance 



Figure 4.4 shows a typical injector current pulse and lift trace. 

Figure 4.4 - Typical injector current pulse and lift trace 
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The spring force and gas pressure m u t  be overcome to lift the pintle off of the seat. The 

response time of the injector depends on the distance of the armature to the coi1 ribs, the 

spring force on the pintle, and the gas injection pressure 

4.3 Jet travel time 

It is important to have an idea of the time it takes for the jet to reach the glow plus and 

the wall after it leaves the injector. To determine the time for the tip of the jet to arrive at 

the glow plug and the charnber wall, the injection pressure is assumed to be constant at n 

value of 11 MPa. Considering two extrerne cases of chamber densities of 6.5 and 16 

kg/m3, with a nozzle orifice of 0.343 mm (0.0 135") dimeter, gIow plug distance of 6-17 

Stan of 
- 

\ injector lift 
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mm and wall distance of 32.23 mm the arriva1 time of the jet at the glow plus and wall 

are shown in table 4.1, 

Table 4.1 - Arriva1 time of jet tirne at glow plug and chamber periphery (see Appendix D for 
equations) 

Work by Brombacher has shown that the previous two formulas accurately predict the 

arriva1 time of the transient jet in a combustion bomb and nozzle exit hole of the same 

dimensions as the one used in this study (Brombacher, 1997). With a shortest recorded 

ignition delay time of 0.975 ms, the time required to reach the glow plug is not a 

significant amount. The jet also reaches the periphery of the charnber well before 

ignition takes place. 

4.4 Jet velocity at the glow plug 

The fuel jet velocity at the glow plug will Vary with bulk gas density. Peak bulk gas 

density will Vary depending on the intake temperature and pressure. Since jet velocity 

has an impact on ignition delay times (see section 9-22)  it is important to know what the 

fuel jet velocity is for different bulk gas conditions. 



Figure 4.5 shows the fuel jet velocity past the glow plug for the two intake air 

temperatures used dunng testing (calculations in Appendix D). 

Jet velocity vs. bulk gas temperature 
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Figure 4.5 - Fuel jet velocity vs. bulk gas temperature for the two intake temperatures tested in the 
ERDL study 

With a fixed intake temperature peak bomb temperatures are increased by increasing 

intake pressure (see Appendix E). This results in different fuel jet velocities for different 

intake air temperatures. All of the ignition delay time results for the ERDL study in 

section 9.2 have been plotted against bulk gas temperature. The figures in that section 

will state whether the b u k g a s  temperatures indicated are for the high or low fueI jet 

velocity case as shown in Figure 4.5. 



Chapter 5 - Control of bomb conditions 

5.1 Peak motored bulk gas temperature and pressure 

Peak motored bulk gas temperature and pressure are controiied by intake air heating and 

supercharging. The available range of peak motored b u k  gas temperature and pressure 

in the bomb is shown in Figure 5.1 (peak motored bomb temperature and pressure 

calibration, Appendix E), 

Operating Range of Peak Motored Bulk Gas Ternperture 
and Pressure in the Combustion Bomb 

1500 ' 1 
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Figure 5.1 - Range of peak motored bulk gas temperature and pressure (area inside dotted 
lines) 

The operating point inside the dotted Iines on Figure 5.1 is deterrnined by intake air 

temperature and pressure. 



5.1.1 Intake air heating 

Air is heated in the intake manifold usin% a 120V, lOOOW Chromalox heater. The heater 

is controlled by a CAL 9900 temperature controller with a K-type therrnocouple at the 

intake port. High temperature insulation is used to reduce heat loss from the intake 

manifold to the surroundings. A maximum intake temperature of 350°C has been used 

during testing. Higher intake temperatures have not been used in a effort to prolong the 

heater and intake valve life. 

5.1.2 Supercharging 

The intake manifold is connected to an air cornpressor which can supply air at 50 psig. 

The CFR engine intake is connected to this air supply via a pressure regulator. Int'ake 

pressures have been varied from O up to a maximum of 30 psig to simulate 

superc harging. 

5.1.3 Bomb surface heating 

The surface of the bomb is heated in an attempt to lower the amount of heat transfer from 

the bulk gas to the walls of the bomb. The heater used is a 400W Ornegaiux rope heater 

(FGR-080). It is held ont0 3 faces of the bomb by a steel retaining plate which is 

screwed into the bomb, and covered by insulation. The temperature of the bomb mirror 

is used to reguIated the heater through the use of a K-type thermocouple and an Omega 

CN9000A temperature controller. However in practice the rope heater had little effect on 

the bomb mirror temperature. 



5.1.4 CFR engine heating 

Pure ethylene glycol is used to heat the cylinder head and block of the CFR engine to 

reduce heat transfer loses during the compression stroke. A Haake N3 water bath heater 

is used to raise the temperature of the ethylene glycol to 155°C and circulate it through 

the coolant system of the CFR engine. 

5.2 Glow plug core temperature 

The glow plug surface temperatures were calibrated outside of the bomb using a surface- 

mounted, thin foil, Type-K thermocouple. Several data points were taken while 

measuring the surface temperature using the thermocouple. The resistance of the heating 

element was deterrnined for each point by rneasuring the voltage and current supplied to 

heat the glow plug. It was assumed that the surface temperature of the glow plug was the 

same as the core temperatuse in stiil air. This assumption was made after finding no 

difference in surface temperature when a heat shield was added around the slow plug in 

still air. The relationship between surtàce temperature and heating element resistance 

was found to be linear for the glow plug. GIow plug calibrations are in Appendix A. 

5.3 Bomb swirl 

The tangential orientation of the bomb charging passageway was included as part of the 

design in order to approximate swirl that would be encountered in a conventional engine 

application. 



Fi-oure 55. shows the bomb charging passageway- 

Bomb charging 

p a T g g  

Figure 5.2 - Bomb charging passageway 

To approximate the magnitude of buik charge-air swirl within the bomb, combustion 

charnber direct images of combustion were taken. Figure 5.3 shows an example of a 

sequential senes of frames of a combustion event for 200 rpm operation. 

Figure 5.3 - incremental ICCD images (unfiltered) of a combustion event showing charge swirl (tirne 
intervals referenced from start of injection) 

Time intervals are shown from the start of injection point. For this example, ignition 

occurs at 7.5 rns and peak pressure (when it is expected that combustion is nearing 

cornpletion) is attained at 14.5 ms. Because the i,pition delay is relatively Long, some 



mixing of fuel and air will have occurred prior to combustion resulting in, to sorne 

degree, propagation of a flame front through the air-fuel mixture where conditions are 

conducive to sustained combustion. Since the captured images of lurninous soot 

progression are Iargely de-coupled from the primary combustion event (when borh £lame 

propagation as weU as buk air mass motion affect incremental fIarne front progression), 

these images can be used for estimating bulk swirl without resorting to more complex 

measurement methods such as anernometry. 

Determination of the location of the flame (lurninous soot) leading edge has been done by 

estimation of angle (from the center of the combustion chamber) for each image of the 

combustion sequence. Figure 5.4 shows the four of the frames from Figure 5.3 in 

negative to improve the contrast of the luminous soot edge. 

26 $eg 59 deg 97 deg 135 deg 

Fi y r e  5.4 - Combustion images used for determining swirl angular velociîy, frames 6 to 9 of figure 
5.3 (negative image used for clarity) 



The average angu1a.r change between the frames is 36.3" (0.634 rad). From the time 

interval between frarnes of 1.67 ms. angular velocity is estimated from: 

Angular velocity = Angular Change / tinte between frarnes 

In this case bulk air charge swirl is estimated to be 380 rad/sec or 3622 rpm (typical for 

200 rpm operation). A typical diesel engine running at 1500 rpm with a swirl ratio of 2 

will have a bulk air charge swirl of 3000 rpm. 

5.4 Glow plug shielding 

Two glow plug shields were used in the bomb to investigate the impact of air swirl 

motion on ignition delay times. A shield offers the benefit of reducing the convective 

heat m s f e r  from the glow plug to the surrounding bulk gas. A shield, if properly 

designed, is also able to keep an ignitable mixture in the vicinity of the glow plug for a 

longer period of time than with no shield, and should decrease ignition delay times. 

An L-shaped shield was designed for use in the bomb (see Appendix F for L-shield 

details). The shield prevents a clockwise swirl motion from developing when the air 

enters the bomb through the tangentid air entry hole. This shield reduces the convective 

heat transfer Erom the glow plug to the bulk gas, and allows more of the heated bulk gas 

to remüin in the vicinity of the glow plug than with no shield in place. 



A round shield was designed that enclosed the gIow plug and protected it from the air 

swirl motion in the bomb (see Appendix F for round shield details). The shield has a 

srnail hole for fuel jet entry. By choosing the injection angle relative to the opening hole, 

the m o u n t  of the jet that enters the shieId c m  be controlled. This shield reduces the 

convective heat transfer from the glow plug to the bulk gas, and traps some of the f~~el -a i r  

mixture close to the glow plug. 



Chapter 6 - Glow plug surface temperature 

The surface temperature of the glow plug is an important factor in the ignition delay time 

of naturd gas in the bomb. The core temperature of the glow plug is determined by 

rneasuring the resistance of the heating element in the core. The intensity of the light 

ernitted by the glow plug dirninishes during the compression stroke of the engine due to 

the high velocity, cooler air, which is entering the bomb at this time. So even though the 

power to the glow plug is adjusted to maintain a core temperature of 1400 K. the surface 

temperature of the glow plug cannot be assumed to be 1400 K (as it would be in still air). 

Glow plug surface temperature has been shown to Vary up to 60 K during a motored 

engine cycle [Aesoy and Valland, 19961. 

The intensity of the glow plug was used to measure its surface temperature. Ii-nages of 

the glow plug at various core temperatures inside the bomb without the engine running 

were taken by the ICCD camera. Glow plug surface temperature is assumed to be e q u d  

to core temperature under these conditions. 



Figure 6- 1 shows the calibration of glow plug surface temperature which was obtained 

with the ICCD carnera. 

1 , Surfrice temperature vs GP intensity 

Figure 6.1 - Glow plug surface temperature vs. intensiîy, glow plug in bomb without motoring the 
engine 

A camera timing of 350" was used to capture glow plug intensity as this is the injection 

timing used during al1 the bomb testing. Testing under a wide range of motored 

conditions was conducted, that represents the extreme Iimits of bulk gas temperature and 

pressure that are present in the bomb. While the power to the glow plug required to 

maintain a core temperature of 1400 k varied by up to 12 W, the glow plus surface 

temperature is iower than the core temperature by 53.3 t 3.7 K with a confidence of 95% 

for al1 conditions. 



Chapter 7 - Determination of ignition delay time 

7.1 Ignition delay time based on lift sensor 

Raw pressure data is made up of 26 consecutive engine cycles where engine firing is separated by 4 

skipped (motored) cycles. Figure 7.1 shows a typicd engine bomb raw pressure data trace. 

Raw pressure data vs. crank degree marker 

Crank degree marlier 

Figure 7.1 - Typicai raw pressure data trace from the ERDL bornb 

A computer-based analysis routine written in Matlab code (Appendix G) is used to ensemble average 

motored cycle pressures. The ignition point is deterrnined by subtracting fired cycle pressure 

measurements from ensemble averaged motored cycle measurements and s e a r c h g  for the point where 

divergence begins (beginning of rapid pressure rise associated with combustion). 



Figure 7-2 shows a typical lift sensor trace, fired prcssure trace, average motored trace, and the difference 

between the two on the same graph. 

Typical pressure and lift trace vs. CAD 
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Figure 7.2 - Typical bomb data trace after analysis 

The point of divergence between the fired pressure trace and average motored pressure trace is determined 

by finding its standard deviation up to the point of injection. Three times this standard deviation is used 

to eliminate any possibility of noise affecting the readings. Three times the standard deviation of the lift 

trace is also used to determine when the injector pinrle has begun to leave the seat in the nozzle. The time 

of lift start and ignition start is when both lines cross their respective 3x standard deviation line. 



Figure 7.3 is a close up of figure 7.2, and shows the where lift and ignition begins for this typical case. 

Typical pressure and lift trace vs. CAD 
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Figure 7.3 - Zoom in of typical bomb data trace aftcr analysis, pressure in kPa applies only to difference between 
the fired and motored cycle trace, Lift trace in arbitrary units 

Ignition delay is then defined as the time interval between the beginning of injection and the start of 

ignition point. See Appendix H for an error analysis of the ignition delay tirne. 

7.2 Ignition delay time based on injector current 

Not al1 of the testing was conducted with the lift sensor in place. For those tests that did not have the lift 

sensor i*gition delay times were based off of the injector current instead of the lift trace. 



Figure 7-4 shows a typical iift trace and injector current on the same graph- 

Figure 7.4 - Error caused by 

lnjoct or 
Ignition delay 

Ut sensar 

using injector current to calculate ignition deIay tirnes 

When the injector current is used to determine start of injection the ignition delay time will be 

overestimated. Depending on the armature distance, the ignition delay times may be overestimated by up 

to 1 ms. In the discussion section the data will be labeled as having the ignition delay based either on the 

lift sensor or on the injector current- 



Chapter 8 - Experimental procedure 

The ERDL bomb is skip fired during testing to remove residual gases between fired 

cycles and to reduce the thermal load on the quartz window, With a clearance volume of 

39.44 cm3 and a swept displacement of 61 1.73 cm3, skip f ~ n g  4 cycles in the bomb 

removes 99.998 % of the residual gas before the next Fired cycle. 

Experiments with the ERDL combustion bomb were conducted according to the 

following procedure. 

The overhead fans were turned on. 

Ensine coolant pump and heater and engine oil pump and heater were turned on at 

the sarne time and allowed to heat up to 155°C and 45°C respectively. 

The Labview data acquisition and injector control vi's were loaded into the data 

acquisition computer. 

The valve on the high pressure natural gas ta& was opened and the regulator was 

set to 1 I 1MPa. 

The injector control vi was used to cycle the injector and purge any air out of the 

system. 

The Glow f lug Control vi was Ioaded into the glow plug control computer. 

The ST- 128 controlier was turned on and the ICCD carnera cooling was set to 

-30°C. 

The Winview image acquisition software was loaded into the camera computer. 



After the ICCD carnera reached -30°C an image of the CCD array dark current 

was taken. 

The CCD array dark image was set up in the WinView softare package to be 

removed from future images. 

The bomb heater was tumed on and set to 160°C. 

The engine was motored at a speed of 230 rpm until the mirror temperature 

reached 160°C. 

The intake air heater was turned on and set to the desired temperature- 

Once the intake temperature stabilized, the intake pressure was set to the desired 

pressure via the intake air pressure regulator. 

The glow plug was supplied power and monitored until it reached and stabilized 

at the desired temperature. 

The SOI and injection duration were set to 350 SOL and 5" duration in the hjector 

Start vi. 

Injections and data recording were starting by the DAQbomb vi. 

Once testing was cornpleted the intake air heater, bomb hearer. glow plrig. ICCD 

camera system, natural gas supply, and injector driver were turned off. 

After the intake temperture dropped to below 200°C the engine was stopped and 

the dyno turned off. 

The engine heater, oil pump and oil heater were tumed off. 



Chapter 9 - Discussion 

9.1 Comparison with previous experirnental results 

Previous bomb and engine studies have been conducted by Fraser [ 199 11 and Aesoy [ 19961- Table 9.1 

shows a cornparison of key experimental conditions utilized in those studies to conditions employed in 

this bomb study. 

Tabie 9.1 - Comparison of ignition delay times with previous bomb a n d  engine studies 

Glow plug Glow plug Bulk gas Ignition delay 1 
temperature (K) power (W) temperature (K) 

l~ raser  (bomb without glow plug) 1 nh 1 d a  1 1300 1 lrns / 
IFG~ (bomb without glow phg)  1 n/a 1 d a  1 i 100 1 30 ms 1 

I I l I 

l 1 I l 

Aesoy (engine with glow plug) d a  203 -500' 2 ms 

I I 1 l 

In cornparhg ignition delay times between this study and that of Fraser it is important to note the 

differences in the experirnental setups. Testing without a glow plug was conducted in the ERDL smdy 

specificaily to compare results with Fraser's work. 

2ms l ERDL s tudy  (with glow plug) 1 1350 (surface) 1 90 

Witti a peak bomb temperature of 1300 K in the ERDL bomb, ignition delay with natural gas is 

approximately 30 ms. 

1020 

2 ms Aesoy (bomb with hot pipe) 1 1 175 (surface) 1 n h  

' Calculated from a 12: 1 compression ratio For Aesoy's engine 

54 

700 



Figure 9.1 shows that with a bulk gas ternperature of 1300 K, Fraser was able to get much shorter ignition 

delay times of about I rns with natural gas injection. 

Figure 9.1 - Ignition delay vs bulk gas temperature [Fraser, 19911 

The first important difference with the two setups is in the temperature uniformity of the chamber. The 

temperature uniformity of the chamber will determine the temperature of air entrained by the Fuel jet. 

Fraser claims a bulk pas ternperature uniformity of +4% over 90% of the charnber. 



Table 9.2 shows a cornparison of bomb study dimensions and volume. 

Table 9.2 - Cornparison of bomb dimensions and volume between the Fraser and ERDL study 

Bomb studyl Diameter (mm) 1 Depth (mm) 1 Volume (cm? 1 Surface to volume 

1 ratio (ml) 1 
I I l I 

Fraser 1 80 I 29 1 145.8 1 1 18.9 1 I 

The volume of the ERDL bomb is 17.7% that of Fraser's. Its dimensions were chosen to represent the 

combustion charnber of a smdl  direct injection diesel engine at TDC, however its hizher surface to 

volume ratio results in the temperature of the bulk gas to be less uniform. 

Figure 9.2 shows Fraser's bomb. 

Figure 9.2 - Combustion bomb used by Fraser [1991] 



The less uniform temperature distribution in the ERDL bomb will lead to entrainment of more cold air, 

than Fraser's bomb, from the thermal b o u n d q  layer during injection. Figure 9.3 shows the boundary 

layer regions whicb are entrained by the jet before ignition. 

Jet direction 
(Side wd) 
Window 

Figure 9.3 - Boundary layer Iocations dong side walls and chamber periphery in the ERDL bomb 

One source of cold air entrained by the fuel jet is from the chamber periphery boundary layer. Contact 

with the charnber periphery changes the spread of the jet and modifies the rate of entrainment of bulk gas 

fluid. After contact with the charnber periphery the jet is deflected 90" in both directions and it will 

displace cold air from the boundary layer aiong the chamber penphery and rnix it into the jet. In Fraser's 

study the injection takes place from the chamber periphery inwards to the center of the bomb. which gives 

a distance of 80 mm until the jet reaches the opposite charnber periphery of the bomb. Since the injector 

is centrally located in the bomb used in this study, the distance to the charnber periphery is only 27-2 mm. 

Cdculations have shown (Appendix D), that the jet reaches the chamber periphery in 0.28 ms in the 

ERDL bomb and in 0.93 ms for Fraser's bomb. The time to the charnber periphery is important as it 

determines, among other things, the temperature of th<= air entrained by the jet before ignition. Since in 



Fraser's bomb ignition occurs just after contact with the chamber periphery, little of the colder boundary 

Iayer air at the chamber periphery has time to mix into the jet before ignition takes phce. 

The second source of cold air entrained by the fuel jet is from the boundary layer at both of the side walls. 

In Fraser's case, the jet entrains little of the colder air from the boundary layer close to the side wails 

cornpared to the jet in the ERDL bomb because the depth of Fraser's bomb is over twice the ERDL depth 

(29 vs 12.7 mm). Figure 9-4 shows the normalized temperature profile of both bomb studies assurning a 

6.35 mm boundary Iayer thickness (a 6.35 mm boundary layer thickness is based on ERDL bomb 

measurements discussed later in this section). 

O 5 1 O 15 20 
Axial distance (mm) 

Normalized temperature profile vs. axial distance 
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Figure 9.4 - NormaIized temperature profile of both bomb studies vs. axial position, ERDL profile placed 
in center of Fraser's profile 
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Testing by Brombacher [1997] found a maximum jet width of 10 mm in a bomb of the same dimensions 

as the bomb used in this study. It can be seen from the above Figue that a 10 mm wide jet would entrain 

large amounts of side wali boundary layer air in the ERDL bomb, but would entrain littie of the side wail 

boundary layer air in Fraser's bomb. 

Since the thickness of the boundary layer will determine the temperature of air entrained by the fuel jet, an 

attempt was made to measure its thickness. Boundary layer temperature measurements were taken with a 

0.00 1" diarneter type-K therrnocoupIe. It was found through the use of a 0.0005" diameter type-K 

thermocouple (which had a very lirnited life due to its delicacy) that the 0.00 1" diarneter thermocouple 

was underestimating the peak temperature in the ERDL bomb by approximately 200 K. This is believed 

to be due to a slower response time of the l q e r  therrnocouple as well as to error due to heat conduction 

through the wires away frorn the junction. Even though the absolute numbers are not accurate, an 

approximate boundary Iayer thickness couid be deduced. 



Boundary layer thickness measurements are shown in Figure 9.5. 

Radid distance from chambel- periplieq- vs. Peak bomb temperanrre 
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Figure 9.5 - Boundary iayer thichess measurernents 

The temperature falls slightly approaching the injector (radial distance of 22.2 mm). This is likely due to 

the lower air velocities near the center of  the bomb, which decrease the heat transfer coefficient, and 

therefore the response time of the thermocouple. The measurement of the boundary layer is subject to 

error from the slow response of the thermocouple, but it can still be used to find a lower lirnit for the 

average bulk gas temperature in the bomb. 



Figure 9.6 shows CARS (Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering) thermal boundary layer measurements 

conducted by Lucht et ai. Il99 11 at the cylinder head of an engine operated at 600 rpm. 

Figure 9.6 - Normalized CARS boundary layer rneasurement (Lucht et al., 1991) 

For the high swirl case, Lucht et al. measured a boundary layer thickness of 3.5 mm. Since their engine 

was running at 2.6 times the speed of the ERDL bomb (therefore having less time for boundary layer 

growth), and the constant high surface to volume ratio of the ERDL bomb which does not change with 

crank angle as it does in an engine, the boundary layer measurements in Figure 9.5 are not of unreasonable 

thickness. 

For simplicity, the boundary layer thickness was talcen to be 6.35 mm (or half the ERDL bomb chamber 

thickness) at the charnber periphery and side wdls. The simplified temperature profile from the charnber 

periphery to the injector, and the simplified temperature profile from the side wall (mirror) to the side wall 

(window) are shown in Figure 9.7. 
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Figure 9.7 - Normalized temperature profile from the side ~ a i l  (mirror) to the side wall (mindow), and the temperature 
profile from the chamber periphery to the injector used to calculate average bulk gas temperature 

When the boundary layer thickness is taken in account, the average temperature of the bulk gas at the time 

of injection c m  be cdculated. Figure 9.8 shows the average temperature of the bulk gas vs. peak 

measured temperature. 

Average ERDL bomb chamber temperature vs Peak measured 
temperature 

1 

Figure 9.8 - Calculated average ERDL bomb chamber temperature vs. peak measured temperature 



According to the calculations, with a peak temperature of 1300 K the average ERDL bomb chamber 

temperature is 983 K. A 30 rns ignition delay (which we measured in the ERDL bomb at a peak bulk sas 

temperature of 1300 K) with a calculated average bulk gas temperature of 983 K differs from Fraser's 

results by roughly 120 K, Table 9.1 and Figure 9.1. 

The second source of discrepancy with Fraser's results may be due to radical species generation prior to 

injection. Diesel engine conditions are recreated in his bomb by buniing a hydrogen-ethylene-oxygen- 

nitrogen mixture that creates the high temperature and pressure necessary while Ieaving products similar 

to that of air. The pre-burn performed in Fraser's bomb to raïse the temperature and pressure of the bulk 

gas may be generating a significant radical pool prior to injection. The pas injection typically takes place 

only 100 ms after the pre-bum has completed. This could significantly Iower the ignition delay time of 

the injected gas. 

Fraser also mentions the dead space of the injector as a possibk location for radical generation prior to 

injection, since the temperature is 444K at this location with a 1 minute residence time between injections. 

The dead space is approximately 5 times smaller on the ERDL injector, and this space would be purged by 

air between injections due to skip firing the injector. Even without skip finng, the residence time would 

only be 0.5 seconds, cornpared to 1 minrite for Fraser's tests. Thus. the injector dead space is not likely a 

source of radicals in the present ERDL bomb tests, but it rnay be in Fraser's study. 



Aesoy 119961 has conducted combustion bomb work with hot surface ignition assist. Figure 9.9 shows his 

experimental semp. The main feanire of his experirnental setup is a heated pipe seagment through which 

the injected fuel jet passes. 

Figure 9.9 - Esperimental setup used by Aesoy and Valland [1996] 

Aesoy was able to achieve a 2 ms ignition delay time with temperatures ranging from 1100 to 1175 K hot 

pipe surface temperature depending on the composition of the naturd gas mixture used. Ignition delay 

limes of 2 ms require a glow pIug surface temperature of 1350 K and bulk gas temperatures over 1020 K 

(refer to figure 9.16, low fiiel jet velocity case) in the ERDL bomb at the optimum injection ansle. The 

surface temperature of the ERDL glow plug is hotter, at 1350 K, but the high swirl, which is not present in 

Aesoy's bomb, doesn't allow heated bulk gas to coliect in the vicinity of the glow plug. Aesoy's bornb has 

no air motion, so the temperature of the gas inside the hot pipe may be close to its surface temperature. 

Since the jet travels inside the pipe, which is 1.37" long, ignition may take place before the jet entrains 



any of the lower temperature, 700 K, bulk gas (the jet requires approximately 7 ms to reach the opposite 

charnber periphery, calculations in appendix D). The much larger heat capacity of Aesoy's hot pipe 

(0.59'' diameter x 1.37" long hot pipe vs a 0.197" diarneter x 0.4" long glow plug) will also resist cooling 

by the natural gas jet better than the glow plug used in the ERDL study. 

Aesoy has also conducted experiments in which natural gas is injected into a compression iznition engine 

with glow p h g  assist. The bulk gas temperature (approximately 800 K), while lower than that of the 

ERDL bomb, is uniform in a much larger volume. It is also Iikely that the Fuel jet injected into the engine 

cylinder does not hit the cylinder wall and entrain colder boundary layer air  before ignition takes place 

due to its large bore (320 mm). 

In Aesoy's engine tests, two large surface area glow plugs are used, each requiring 203 W to achieve a 2 

ms ignition delay with injected naturd gis. This is much more energy being added to the bulk gas than in 

the ERDL bomb, where the maximum glow plug power is 94 W, even if only one glow pl~ig in a local 

area is considered. With the low swirl of this type of large diesel engine, the energy added to the bulk gas 

will be localized around the glow plug, and can be entrained in the gas jet a the time of injection much 

more readily than in the high swirl environment of the bomb. The residual gas will d s o  provide some 

radicaIs that are not present in the ERDL bomb due to skip firing, to aid in ignition. 

A final source of discrepancy in the results of Fraser [199 11 and Aesoy [1996] with the ERDL bomb study 

has to do with the effect of pressure on ignition delay times. Fraser found that there was little effect on 

ignition delay times with increasing pressure in his bomb with no hot surface ignition assist. Aesoy also 

carne to the same conclusion in his bornb that used a hot surface to assist in ignition. However, the ERDL 



bomb did show an effect on ignition delay times with increasing pressure. This is due the higher bulk ,pas 

densities present at higher pressures. A higher buik gas density will result in a Iower fueI jet velocity past 

the hot ignition surface, Ignition delay times decrease with decreasing fuel jet velocity when a hot surface 

is used for ignition assist (see section 9-22).  Since Fraser's bomb didn't use a hot surface for ignition 

assist there was Little effect of pressure on ignition delay time. Aesoy did use a hot surface for ignition 

assist, but his bomb study didn't show a large effect of pressure on ignition delay times because he varied 

the injection pressure to maintain the same fuel jet velocity past the hot ignition surface. 



9.2 Discussion of results 

Testing has shown the existence of three distinct ignition mechanisms. The first two 

mechanisrns both present an ignitable mixture at the glow plug. The angle of injection is 

such that the periphery of the gas jet contacts the glow plug- With the first mechanism 

(fast glow plug ignition or FGPI), the entrained bulk gas is hot enough to allow the glow 

plug to quickly ignite the fuel air mixture at the penphery of the gas jet. In the case of 

the second mechanism (cooled glow plug iapition or CGPI), the entrained bulk sas is not 

hot enough to alIow the glow plug to quickly i&te the mixture. The relative1 y cool fuel 

jet, cornpared to the glow plug, has more time to convect heat away from the iapition 

area. This results in much longer ignition delay times. Once the injection is finished, 

and the glow plug is no longer being cooled by the fuel jet, it heats up and ignites the 

mixture. Glow plug temperature is as also important in detennining if the glow piug is 

cooled by the fuel jet and it will help determine whether or not ignition is by the CGPI 

mechanism. The third mechanism (prernixed ignition or PI), occurs when the injection 

angle does not present the periphery of the jet at the glow plug surface. The injection 

angle is too largel and presents too lean a mixture for ignition during the injection. Once 

the fuel has had enough time to rnix with the air, there are two possible ignition 

mechanisms that could take place. The premixed fuel could either corne into contact with 

the glow plug and ignite, or the heat added by the glow plug to the air in the bomb could 

cause the fuel air mixture to spontaneously ignite without contacting the glow plug. 



Table 9.3 sumxnarizes the three different i,pition mechanisms. 

Table 9.3 - Summary of the three different ignition mechanisms 

Ignition delay times for the ERDL bornb study results shown in section 9.2 are based 

either on injector current or lift sensor voltage (see sections 7.1 and 7.2). Each 

individual figure will specify which method was used to determine ignition delay time in 

the legend. 

Mechanism 

Fast glow plug ignition (FGPI) 

Cooled glow plug ignition (CGPI) 

9.2.1 Effect of injection angle and bulk gas temperature on ignition 
mechanism 

The angle of injection will determine the amount of i,@tion aid provided by the glow 

plug. If the injection angle places the jet periphery at the glow plug surface, then the 

ignition mechanism will either be FGPI or CGPI (bulk gas and glow plug temperature 

will determine which one). 

Conditions 

- ignitable mixture presented at glow plug 

- buIk gas/glow plug hot enough for fast ignition 

- ignitable mixture presented at glow plug 

- buIk gas/glow plug not hot enough for fast ignition 

- glow plug is cooled by the jet 

- ignition occurs after injection is finished and glow 

plug heats up 

tig 
fast 

long 

Premixed ignition (PI) - ignitable mixture not presented at gIow plug 

- iznition occurs after most of the fuel has mixed with the 

bulk gas 

longest 



At optimum angles where the periphery of the gas jet is presented to the glow plug, there 

is a distinct change from CGPI to FGPI mechanism as the surface temperature of the 

glow plug or bulk gas is increased. A higher glow plug surface temperature requires 

more power which in turn heats the air next to the glow plug to a higher temperature. A 

higher bulk gas temperature will also increase the temperature of the jet periphery as the 

b u k  gas is entrained by the gas jet and reduce the amount of energy needed to be added 

by the gIow plug for ignition- 

If the injection angle does not place the jet periphery at the glow plug, then the ignition 

mechanism will be PI, even for very high b u k  gas and glow plug temperatures. Figure 

9.10 shows ignition delays for various angles at two different giow plug core 

temperatures. 

lnjection Angle vs Ignition Delay 
(both plots are the high fuel jet velocity case) 
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Figure 9.10 - Effcct of injection angle and gIow plug temperature on ignition delay, 350" SOI, 3.6 rns 
injection duration 4.7 MPa peak motored bomb pressure, 1380 K peak motored bonib 
temperature 



Injection angles in the 20" to 30° range show little irnprovement in ignition delay with 

increasing glow plug core temperature. These angles would fail under the PI mechanisrn. 

The injected jet is far enough from the glow plug to be unable to present an ignitable 

mixture for early ignition- 

At the lower glow piug temperatures injection angles 0" and 15" alternate between FGPI 

and CGPI mechanisms. Angles 5" and 10" also show this to a Lesser extent. For the 

angles O0 and 15" the changing glow plug core temperature. and therefore surface 

temperature, result in widely different ignition delay times. The O" injection angle shows 

that even for the sarne core temperature of 1350K, that the ignition mechanism can 

change due to the cycle to cycle variability of the combustion process. While it seems 

unlikely chat an injection angle of O", or straight on the s low plug, would provide a large 

amount of mixture which is ignitable, there may be an ignitable mixture present where 

the glow plug extends through the jet periphery, or there may be a recirculation zone at 

the back of the glow plug where an ignitable mixture is present. 

Figure 9.1 1 shows the ignition mechanism switching between FGPI and CGPI at a fixed 

injection angle with varying bulk gas temperature. 
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Figure 9.11 - Effect of bulk gas temperature on ignition delay at l S O  injection angle, 350" SOI, 3.6 ms 
injection duration, 1400K glow plug core temperature 

In this set of tests, the intake pressure was raised, to create higher bulk gas peak 

tempentures, but this ais0 results in higher pressure at injection. Up to a bulk gas 

tempenture of 1150K the ignition mechanism is largely CGPI. As the temperature of the 

buik gas being entrained into the jet increases, a critical temperature is reached where the 

ignition mechanism switches from CGPI to FGPI. Some cycles have a faster ignition 

delay time and switch to FGPI under the same conditions. Between 1150 and 1200K, the 

ignition mechanism is Iargely FGPI, with a few exceptions. At approximately 1200 K, 

the jet entrains enough energy from the buik gas so that it ignites at the glow plug before 

significantly cooling it. Little or no gains in ignition delay time are evident over lZOOK 

where ail ignition is by the FGPI mechanism. 



Figures 9.12 and 9.13, show the images and pressure trace for the FGPI mechanism. 

Figure 9.12 - (FGPI mechanism) image 051525, 1.57 ms ignition delay, 14WK glow plug, 4.4 
MPa/lî42 K bulk gas, no shield, +15' angle, 56ms/frame 
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Figure 9.13 - Pressure trace for Figure 9.12, vertical lines correspond to frarne timing in Figure 9.12, 
injection begins at 350 CAD and ends at 355 CAD 



Figures 9.14 and 9.15, show the images and pressure trace for the CGPI mechanism. 

Figure 9.14 - (CGPI mechanism) image 051514,11.89 ms ignition delay, 1400K glow plug, 
2.8 MPai1100 K bulk gas, no shield, +lSO angle, .56ms/frame 
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Figure 9.15 - Pressure trace for file 051514, vertical lines correspond to €rame timing in Figure 9.14, 
injection begins at 350 CAD and ends at 355 CAD 



The timing for the series of images in Figures 9.12 and 9.14 is shown on their respective 

foilowing figures, Figure 9.13 and 9.15. It should be noted that the frarne timing in the 

images are chosen to capture the ignition event. The f i s t  frame in Figure 9.13 is just 

after injection starts, and the first frame in Figure 9.15 is well after injection ends. 

For the lower ignition delay time case in Figure 9.12, igi t ion begins in the third frame on 

the back surface of the glow plug as well as downstream of the jet near the wall (the jet 

takes approximately 0-28 ms to reach the wall). For this case the jet entrains enough 

energy from the bulk gas and glow plug to ignite quickly. For the second case, Figure 

9.14, ignition doesn't occur quicldy and follows the CGPI mechanism. The bulk gas 

entrained by the jet is not hot enough and the glow plug is therefore unable to ignite the 

jet before its surface is cooled by the relatively cold jet. Once the injection event is over 

the glow plug surface temperature is able to increase and ignition takes place at the glow 

plug in the sixth fiame by the CGPI mechanism. Since the jet has had time to mix, 

ignition takes place al1 around the glow plug- This is different from frame three of Figure 

9.12, where ignition takes place at one small spot on the glow plug since the jet has not 

had time to mix in the charnber. 

9.2.2 Effect of bulk gas density on ignition mechanisrn 

The bulk gas density in the ERDL bomb will affect the velocity of the fuel jet p s t  the 

glow plug The higher the bulk güs density, the slowrr the jet velocity will be. 



Figure 9. Id shows ignition delay vs- bulk gas temperature for different intake 

temperatures. 
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Figure 9.16 - Ignition delay vs. bulk gas temperature for different intake temperatures 

The difference in intake air temperature results in higher bulk gas densities for the 50°C 

intake case than the 350°C case for the same bulk gas temperature. Injection angle and 

glow plug temperature are identical for the two different intake air temperatures in the 

above figure. It can be seen that the bulk gas temperature where the ignition mechanism 

changes from CGPI to FGPI is much lower for the 50°C intake case. Since the nozzle 

size and injection pressure are the same for both intake temperatures, density is the only 

factor that will affect the speed of the jet past the glow plug. 

Calculations of jet velocity dong the glow plug were carried out at a bulk gas 

temperame of 1125 K for both intake temperatures (Appendix D). It was found that the 



jet velocity is 183 m/s for the 350°C intake temperature case (Low density bulk gas), and 

168 m/s for the 50°C intake temperature case (higher density buik gas). 

While the difference in jet velocity between the two intake temperatures is not large, 

Aesoy [1996] has conducted rnodeling work with hot surface ignition that relates ignition 

dehy time to jet velocity. The mode1 was based on parallel sas flow dong a flat hot 

surface. Figure 9.17 shows ignition delay t h e  vs. injected jet velocity for three different 

hot surface temperatures, and it c m  be seen that a small increase in jet velocity can have 

a large effect on i,anition delay times. 

Figure 9.17 - Ignition delay time vs. injected jet velocity for three different hot surface temperatures, 
T ,  is hot surface temperature, [Aesoy, 19961 

The faster the jet velocity is past the glow plug. the less time there is for heat transfer. 

Therefore at 1125 K, the lower density case (350°C intake temperature) will ignite with 

the CGPI mechanism since the faster jet results in a shorter contact time, while the higher 



density case (50°C intake temperature) wiil ignite with the FGPI mechanism due to the 

slower jet that provides greater tirne for heat transfer. 

9.2.3 Effect of shielding on ignition mechanism 

The results suggest that the strong swirl in the bomb may, at large injection angles, 

actually convect the ignitable mixture away frorn the glow plug Use of a shield to 

protect the glow plug from the swirl was investigated- Two desigs, an L-shield and a 

round shield were employed. The L-shield minimizes the air swirl motion in the entire 

bomb and the round shield miniinizes air motion IocalIy around the gIow plug- Testing 

with the L-shield was conducted to determine the effect of injection angle on ignition 

mechanism with rninimized air swirl motion (see Appendix F for the L-shield 

configuration). 
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Figure 9 . 1 ~ ~  - EFFect of injection angle mith and without L-sliield on ignition delay, 350' SOI, 3.6 mç 

injection duration, 1400 K glow plug 
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Figure 9.18 shows that air swirl motion lengthens ignition deIay tims for all angles 

except for the previously detennined optimal injection angle of 15". The reduced air 

motion in the bomb aiiows for glow plug heated air to accumulate around the glow plug. 

This locally heated air is then entrained by the jet and prevents CGPI from taking place. 

Even angles which show poor ignition qualities due to their distance from the glow plug 

without a shield (20" and greater), exhibit &@ion delays that are much lower for the L- 

shielded giow plug than for the unshielded case. The L-shielded glow plug still shows a 

gradua1 increase in ignition delay with an increase in injection angles, however in the 

absence of swirl motion, a more pronounced Coanda effect (see Figure 9-19), may be 

pulling more of the gas jet behind the glow plug. This would allow the gas to ignite 

much faster than with the clockwise air swirl motion which pushes the jet away from the 

glow plug in the unshielded case. 

Figure 9.19 - Effect on air motion in the bomb due to the presence of the L-shieid 



As well, due to the blockage of the shield, a small counter-clockwise air motion will also 

develop which may help to push the jet behind the glow plug. This would extend the 

maximum angle of the jet from the glow plug before the ignition rnechanism changes 

from FGPI to PI. 

Testing was conducted with the round shield under three different bomb conditions. 

Bomb temperature and pressure were increased for the three cases to show ignition 

delays vs. injection angle for the round shield. Results are shown in Figure 9.20. See 

Appendix F for the round shield configuration. 

Ignition Delay vs Injection Angle with round shielded glow plug 
(al1 cases high fuel jet velocity and Iift sensor based delay times) 
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Figure 9.20 - Effect of injection angle on ignition delay with round shield, 350' SOI, 3.6 ms injection 
duration, various peak motored bomb temperatures and pressures, 1400K glow plug 
core temperature 



An injection ansle of 32.5" provides the best ignition delay time for case 1. Case 2 

provides low delay times for the injection angles of 30" to 32.5"- For case 3 ignition 

delay is short for 15" to 32-5" injection angles. 

Case 1 has the smallest injection angle window that provides low ignition delay times. 

The Iow temperature bulk gas for this case requires just the right amount of fuel gas from 

the jet to enter the shield. If too little of the jet enters the shield- then too lean a mixture 

is present to ignite quickly, and the mechanism will change from FGPI to PL Ignition 

delay times rise with increasing angle after 32.5" for al1 cases because less and less of the 

fuel gas from the jet is entering the shield. If too much fuel gas from the jet enters the 

shield, i.e. at angles of 30" and lower. the jet either cools the glow plug before ignition 

can take place, or else the mixture inside the shield is too rich for fast ignition. Too much 

fuel gas from the jet inside the shield will change the ignition mechanism from FGPI to 

CGPI. 

Case 2 exhibits a wider injection angle window that provides short ignition delay times. 

More fuel gas from the jet is entering the shield for the injection angle of 30" than for 

32S0, but the bulk gas is hot enough to ailow for fast ignition. The density of the bulk 

gas is also higher, so that even though more of the jet is entering at 30°, case 2 is able to 

ignite because the increased air density inside the shield results in a mixture not as nch as 

case 1 for this angle. 



Case 3 exhibits the largest injection angle window that provides short ignition delay times. For this case, 

entrainment of high temperature bulk gas by the jet allows for fast ignition before glow plug cooling takes 

place- Higher bulk gas density also inhibits the formation of an overly rich mixture at the glow plug even 

for closer angles. 

Figure 9.21 shows a typical ignition inside the round shield. 

Figure 9.21 - Typical ignition inside round shieId by the FGPI rnechanism 

The sequence of images shows that ignition first begins inside the shield, and then spreads to the portion 

of the jet that did not enter the shield. 

Figure 9.22 shows ignition delay vs. b u k  gas temperature using the L-shield to eliminate the clockwise air 

swirl motion. 



Ignition Delay vs Peak Motored Bulk Gas Temperature 
with L-shielded glow plug (high fuel jet velocity case) 
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Figure 9.22 - Effect of bulk gas temperature on ignition delay at 15O injection angle, 350° SOI, 3.6 rns 
injection duration, 1400K glow plug core temperature, L-shielded glow plug 

The sarne transition in ignition mechanism from CGPI to FGPI can be seen with the L- 

shield in place as with the unshielded case. The switch in mechanism occurs at a lower 

temperature of approximately 1050 K, vs. 1200 K for the unshielded case (see Figure 

9.1 l), and after the change in mechanism from CGPI to FGPI, ignition delay times still 

continue to drop with increasing bulk gas temperature. With the reduced air swirl 

motion in the L-shielded case, heat transfer from the glow plug creates a local high 

temperature bulk gas region in the glow plug vicinity. This higher temperature bulk gas 

is entrained in the jet and results in a change in ignition mechanism 

gas temperature than for the unshieIded case. 

at a lower peak b u k  



The round shield also shows the same switch in iapition mechanisms as the unshielded 

case. Figure 9.23 shows the change in ignition delay with increasing bulk gas temperature 

for the injection angle of 17.5" with the round glow plug shield. 
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Figure 9.23 - Effect of bulk gas temperature on ignition delay at L7.S0 injection angle with round 
shield, 350" SOI, 3.6 ms injection duration, 1400K glow plug core temperature 

At the injection angle of 17.5" a large portion of the jet is entering the shield. As the bulk 

gas temperature (as well as pressure and density) increases, the ignition delay times 

become shorter. Once a critical b u k  gas temperature of approximately 1200 K is reached 

the ia&tion mechanism changes from CGPI to FGPI. An important difference to note 

between ignition with the round shield is that even when ignition is by the CGPI 

mechanism, the ignition delay values are still consistent. Without a shield, the ignition 

delay values are not consistent under ignition by the CGPI mechanism even for sirnilar 

bulk gas conditions (see Figure 9.1 1) due to the cycle-to-cycle variability in the air 



motion around the giow pIug. The round shield is able to consistentiy provide the same 

conditions for ignition inside the shield, and ignition dehys are consistent for both the 

FGPI and CGPI mechanisms. 

The sarne transition from CGPI to FGPI that is shown in Figure 9.23 with increasing bulk 

gas temperature can be seen in Figure 9.24 with increasing glow plug core temperature. 

1 Ignition delay vs. Glow plug core temperature with round shielded 
glow plug (Low fuel jet velocity case) 
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Figure 9.24 - Effect of glow plug temperature on ignition delay at 35O injection angle with round 
shield, 350" SOI, 3.6 ms injection duration, 875 K peak bomb temperature, 2.5 MPa 
peak bomb pressure 
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The critical glow plug core temperature for the switch from the CGPI to the FGPI 

mechanism is between 1375 and 1400 K for the conditions in the above Figure. The 

similarity of the mechanism switch from CGPI to FGPI shown in the above Figure and 



Figure 9.24 demonstrates that the transition in i-onition mechanism is dependant on both 

glow plug temperature and entrained bulk gas temperature- 

Figure 9-25 shows the change in ignition delay with increasing buik gas temperature for 

the injection angle of 3 2 S 0 ,  and 35", with the glow plug shield. 

Ignition delay vs Estimated bulk gas temperature with round 
shielded glow plug (both plots are the high fuel jet velocity case) 
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Figure 9.25 Effect of bulk gas temperature on ignition delay with round shield, 350" 
SOI, 3.6 ms injection duration, 1400K gIow plug core temperature 

At the injection angles of 32.5" and 35", the jet is sufficiently far from the entrance to the 

sbield to only aUow a small portion of the jet to enter. Because only a small portion of 

the jet is entenng the shield, it is not cooling the glow plug before iapîtion, or providing 

an overly rich mixture, and there is no change in ignition mechanism with increasing 

temperature and pressure. The injection angle of 32.5" is significantly better than the 



angle of 35". This is likely due to the injection angle of 32.5" providing a more optimal 

fuel air mixture inside the shield. 

Figure 9.26 shows a cornparison of ignition delay vs. bulk gas temperature between the 

optimal injection angles for the no shield as well as the round shield case. 

Ignition Delay vs Peak Motored Bulk Gas Temperature 
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Figure 9.26 - Cornparison of ignition delay between a 35" injection angle with round shield to a 15O 
with no shield under the same bulk gas conditions, 350' SOI, 3.6 ms injection duration, 
1400K glow plug core temperature 

It can be seen that with the round shield the glow plug is able to ignite the gas mixture 

much faster than without the shield at low bulk gas temperatures, At the injection angle 

of 35" the round shield is able to consistently trap an ignitable mixture around the glow 

plug. Since only a small portion of the jet is entering the shield, glow plug coolinj does 

not occur. Thus, only the FGPI mechanism is possible. 



Chapter 10 - Conclusions 

The goal of this study was to deterrnine the conditions required to produce ignition delay 

times of 2 ms or less. The results from testing in the ERDL combustion bomb have 

shown that injection angle, glow plug temperature, buik gas temperature, hel  jet velocity, 

and air swirl motion are important parameters that affect the i,anition process. The effect 

of these parameters on the i,&tion mechanism must be fully understood and o p t i d z e d  

for successful naturd gas fueling under diesel engine conditions. 

Shielded and unshielded glow plug configurations were tested in the ERDL cornbastion 

bomb in an attempt to achieve the shortest ignition delay times possible and to understand 

the ignition process. Of the two shielded configurations, the L-shield design sho l~ ld  not 

be considered as a practical design, as it removes the air swirl motion n e c e s s q  f o r  

rnixing of the fuel jet. The L-shield design was employed onIy to determine the azffect of 

air swirI on the ignition process. Thus, any discussion about effective use of a g l s w  plug 

in an engine should be Iimited to either the round shield design or the unshielded cases. 

Of the three ieonition mechanisms identified in this study, FGPI (Fast Glow Piug 

Ignition), CGPI (Cooled Glow Plug Ignition) and PI (Premixed Ignition), only the FGPI 

rnechanism resulted in the required ignition delay time of 2 ms or less. 



Table 10.1 surnmarizes the four cases under which low i-onition delay times were 

achieved with the FGPI rnechanism. 

Table 10.1 - Four cases for lotv ignition delay times with the FGPI mechanism 

Glow plug core 

temperature (K) 

I I 1 I l 

Shielding IDelay 1 Case 

2 

3 

3 

unshielded 1 <2 1 

Bulk gas 

temperature 

m3 
1 200 1 3 . 9  1 1400 1 1~15"  

round shield 1 4 1 

Bulk gas 

pressure 

( M W  

Injection 

angle 

High 

+ l S O  to +30° 

+ l j O  

4-35" 

The results showed that there is an optimal angular position of the gas injector relative to 

the glow pl~ig. An optimal gas injection angle relative to the glow plug can easily be 

incorporated into an engine design as any desired angle can be obtained by rotating the 

injector. It was found that the round shielding reduced the sensitivity of the ignition 

mechanism to gas injection angle- Without a shield (case 1) only an injection angle of 

15" resulted in ignition delay times less than 2 ms, while the same i,onition delay times 

were achieved using the round shield (case 2) from injection angles 15" to 30" under 

similar bulk ;as conditions. Low sensitivity to gas injection angle is desirable as it would 

increase the robustness of the engïne design. 

Fuel jet 

velocity case 

The glow plug core temperature of 1400 K, which \vas deterrnined to be necessary to 

achieve ignition delay times less then 2 rns in this snidy, is exuemely high and is at the 

upper lirnit of the glow plug matenals. The glow plugs used were driven at well above 

High 

Low 

Low 

1235 

1020 

950 

4.2 

3 -9 

3 -4 

1400 

1400 

1400 



their rated voltages and this severely reduced their service life. There are sorne fuliy 

ceramic glow plugs on the market that are rated for higher temperatures, but any practicd 

engine design should optimize ail openting conditions to allow for the lowest possible 

glow plug core temperature to achieve the required ignition delay thes .  A refined shield 

design would help to reduce fuel jet cooling effects and create a local region of high 

temperature air around the glow plug and possibly reduce the glow plug core temperature 

required for a 2 ms i,&tion deIay time. 

The bulk gas temperature requirement for the desired ignition delay time is dependant on 

several factors, including glow plus temperature, air swirl, fuel jet velocity, and whether 

or not a shield is employed. Low peak motored bulk gas temperatures are desirable to 

rninimize NOx ernissions. Proper shield design may reduce the overall bulk p . s  

temperature requirement by trapping a smdl arnount of high temperature air around the 

glow plug. This small arnount of high temperature air would be entrained by the h e l  

from the injected gas jet that actually enters the shield. The round shield (case 4) 

provided consistently low ignition delay times at bulk gas temperature of 950 K while the 

unshielded glow piug (case 3) required 1020 K temperature bulk =as temperature for 

consistent ignition under sirnilar conditions. Use of the round shield also provided much 

more consistent ignition than the unshielded glow plug at bulk gas temperatures lower 

than 950 K. This is illustrated in Figure 9.26. 

An optimum fuel jet velocity c m  be found for an engine design by altering the fuel 

injector nozzle diameter, although this will affect mixing and entrainment. Fuel jet 



velocity past the glow plug is affected by bulk gas density. The other design features of 

the engine must be optimized so that an ignition delay tirne of 2 ms or less will be 

possible for the highest fuel jet velocity in the engine. Bulk gas density, and therefore 

fuel jet velocity, will change with engine rpm and load, 

Air swirl is necessary in a small high speed diesel engine to enhance the mixing and 

combustion process. Some sort of shielding will be necessary to protect the glow plug 

from the high swirl in the engine and provide conditions inside the shield for frister 

ignition. Without shielding, bulk gas or glow plug temperatures will have to be raised to 

compensate for the cooling effect of the air swirl on the glow plug. 

This study has shown that an optimized glow plug shield design would be an essential 

component in the design of a high swirl, srnali displacement, direct injection diesel 

engine fueled with natural gas. The important criteria for optimum shield design need to 

be investigated, because a properly designed shield would be the first step to reducing the 

glow plug core temperature and bulk jas temperature needed for the required ignition 

delay time of less than 2 ms to acceptable levels. 



Chapter I l  - Recommendations 

Future experiments with the ERDL bomb can be improved in severd ways. 

A cerarnic thermal barrier coating should be placed on the CFR piston top, CFR cylinder head, bomb 

charging passageway, side waii, and chamber penphery. This will help reduce the heat transfer out of the 

bulk bas and reduce the thickness of the themal boundary layer. The reduced thermal boundary layer 

thickness would more accurately represent the conditions in a high speed diesel engine where time for 

thermal boundary gowth  is lower. 

A new thermocouple sheath design which wiii increase the service Iife of the 0.0005" diameter 

thermocouple wire is needed to obtain accurate bulk gas and thermal boundary layer temperature 

measurements. 

Testing in this study used intake air supercharging to help raise bulk gas temperatures to the necessary 

levels for 2 ms or lower ignition delay times. Using intake air supercharging increases bulk gas pressure 

as well as temperature, making it difficult to determine the individual effect of pressure and temperature 

on ignition delay times. Future testing should use a combination of intake air supercharging and intake air 

heating to maintain bulk gas pressure while changing bulk gas temperature and vice versa. 

The fuel injector nozzle diarneter shouid be reduced to lower fuel jet velocities and m i v a l  time of the jet 

at the charnber periphery. Injection pressure should also be varied to maintain the sarne fuel jet velocity 

regardless of bulk gas density. 



The ICCD camera should be fitted with a zoom Lens to increase the image resolution of desired locations 

inside the ERDL bomb- 

New shield designs should focus on reducing convective heat transfer from the glow plug as well as 

decelerating and trapping an ignitable fuel mixture at the glow plug surface. 
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Appendix A - Sensor calibrations 

A.1 Intake manifold pressure 

The pressure in the intake manifold is measured with a GM 0-3 Bar MAP sensor. Figure A. 1 shows the 

calibration obtained usinz a mercury manometer. 

MAP Sensor calibration 

2 3 4 

Voltage 

Figure A.1 - Intake manifold pressure transducer calibration 



A.2 Combustion bomb pressure 

The pressure in the combustion bornb is measured with a Kistier 6 12 1 A 0-250 Bar pressure transducer. 

Figure A 2  shows the calibration. The calibration was obtained by measuring the voltage change due to a 

step change in pressure measured by the Sheavitz pressure transducer in section A.3- 

Kistler Pressure Transducer Calibration 

1 

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 ' 

voltage change 

Figure A 2  - Combustion bomb pressure transducer calibration 

A.3 Fuel injection pressure 

The pressure in the natural gas supply line is measured with a Sheavitz PS 10061-0005 0-2500 psi pressure 

transducer. Figure A.3 shows the calibration obtained using a dead weight tester. 



Figure A.3 - Fuel 

Sheavitz pressure transducer calibration 
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injection pressure transducer calibration 

A.4 Lift sensor 

A fiber optic sensor is used to 

0.030". Figure A.3 shows the 

the m a t u r e  and then moving 

location. 

measure injector lift. The range of the tïber optic lift sensor is from O- 

calibrarion. The lift was determined by starting with the coi1 ribs touching 

back the injector head while measuring voltage and change in injector head 



Typical lnjector Lift vs. Voltage 

Voltage 

Figure A.4 - Injector lift vs. lift sensor voltage (0.000in corresponds to fully open) 

The voltage output of the Lift sensor will decrease over time as the mîrror surface of the armature becomes 

dirty or scuffed by repeated contact with the coi1 ribs. Therefore only the start of injection can be 

determined by the Iift sensor as the calibration will change over time. 

A.5 Glow plug core temperature 

Glow plug core temperature is calibrated with the resistance of the heating element in the core of the glow 

plug. Glow plug current and voltage were measured and then used to determine resistance according to 

the foilowing formula: 

R=V/I 

where R - resis tance (ohms) 

V - voltage (V) 

1 - ctirrent (A) 



Figure A S  shows the calibration. 
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Figure A.5 - GIow plug core temperature calibration 



Appendix B - Data acquisition system 

LabView version 3.1 software acquires data and controls the fuel injector timing through 

3 LabView vi prograrns. The main program is DAQbombS.vi. Figure B.1 shows the 

DAQbombS-vi panel, and Figure B.2 shows the DAQbomb5-vi diagram. 



Figure B.1- DAQbomb5.vi panel 





The bomb and carnera parameters in Figure B. 1 are input during testing and the 

DAQbombS program writes the data in with the test data for later retrieval during 

analysis- 

When the Injector switch is turned on in the DAQbombS panel the Injector start-vi is 

started to drive the fuel injector. Figure 8 . 3  shows the Start Injecter-vi panel, and Figure 

B.4 shows the S tart Injecter-vi diagram. 

Figure B.3 - Start 1njector.vi panel 



Figure B.4 - Start 1njector.vi diagram 

During testing the parameters on the Start Injector main panel that were used are SOI 

timing, injection duration, and skipfrte number. The Start Injecter-vi can dso be used 

independently of the DAQbomb5.vi program to cycle the injector without data recording. 

The Stop Injecter-vi is used to stop the Start Injecter-vi- However, it will not stop the 

Start Injecter-vi if it has been started with the DAQbombS-vi. Figure B.5 shows the Stop 

Lnjector.vi panel, and Figure B.6 shows the Stop Injecter-vi diagram. 



Figure B.5 - Stop Injecter-vi panel 

Figure B.6 - Stop 1njector.vi diagram 



Appendix C - Injector nozzle 

C.l Determination of nozzle sac volume effect on gas delay times 

A one-dimensional isentropic compressible flow mode1 was created to determine the effect of the nozzle 

sac volume on ignition deiay times. The onginal nozzle used, had a length from the pintle seat to the 

nozzle exit of 58.4 mm, and the passageway diameter of 3.2 mm- This large nozzle sac volume traps a 

considerable amount of air during the compression stroke. Once the injection begins, the pintle moves off 

of the seat and nah1ra.i gas flows into the sac volume space. Before any gas is injected into the bomb, the 

air which is trapped inside rnust be pushed out. Figure C.1 shows the large sac volume nozzle. 

r S  eat 

Pl=Injection 
Pressure Sac Volume 

Figure Cl- Large sac volume nozzle 

The mode1 predicts the tirne it takes for air trapped in the sac volume to be pushed out of the nozzle. This 

mode1 was made with the assumptions that the pressure inside the sac volume is assumed to be equal to 

the injection pressure, and that the flow losses through the passageway are negligibie. A second nozzle 

was tested by the mode1 with a much smaller sac volume. 



Table C .  1 shows the sac volume for both nozzles. 

TabIe C.1- Nonle sac volumes 

1 Original nozzle with metal insert 1 

Nozzle 

Original noule (Large sac) 

(Small sac) 

Volume 

462-5 mm3 

Figure C-2 shows the calculated time required for natural gas to start exiting both nozzles. 

- 

Gas injecüon ûeiay time vs. SOI (siart of injection) 
2 Mpa Peak Bomb Pressure 

Figure C.3 - Calculatcd gas injection delay times vs. start of injection 

Figure C.2, shows that the large volume nozzie takes a long time, relative to ignition delay times. to expel 

the air which has been trapped during the compression stroke. The smaller nozzle is considrrably faster at 

removing its smaller mass of trapped air. The later the start of injection (SOI), the more air is trapped in 



the nozzle due to the higher pressure in the bomb. This results in longer gas delay times with Iater start of 

injection. 

C.2 Injector nozzle gas delay flow model program 

The program used to perfom the caicuiations was wntten in Matlab Ver 5.2. It uses measured bomb 

temperature and pressure data to predict the time it takes for air trapped in the nozzle sac volume to be 

pushed out of the nozzle. This model was made with the assumptions that the pressure inside the volume 

is assumed to be equal to the injection pressure, and that the flow losses through the passageway are 

negligible. The program is as follows: 

n= l ;  
while temp(n.4)c.S; 

r,=n+l; 
end 

x= (n/3600) ; 
xl=l+(str2num(num2str(xI '%11.Off) ) 1 ; 
i f  xl-x>l 

xl=xl-1; 
end 

ml=sep (temp, (nl-1) ) ; 
ambpress=sum(rnl(890:910,1)) /21; 
ml=ml-ambpress; 

mS=sep (temp, (nl-2) ) ; 
ambpreçs=sum(m2 i 8 9 O  :910f 1) /21; 



m4=sep f temp, (n2-1) 1 ; 
ambpress=sum(m4(890:910,1) ) /21; 
m4=m4-&press; 

m 5 = s e p  ( t e m p ,  (n2-2) ) ; 
ambpress=sum(mS (89O:glO, 1) ) /21; 
mS=m5-&press ; 

m 7 = s e p  (temp, (n3-1) ) ; 
ambpress=sum(m7 (890: 9lO,l) ) /SI; 
rn7=m7-&press ; 

m8=sep (temp, (n3-2) ) ; 

ambpress=sum(m8(890:910,1) /21; 
m8=m8 -&press ; 

mlO=sep (temp, (n4-1) ) ; 
ambpress=sum(mlO (890 :9lO, 1) ) /21; 
mlO=mlO-arnbpress; 

CAD=soi ; 
stop=CAD*S; 
P3=mave( : ,1) *1000/2.87; 
T3=. OOOl44* (P3) +485; 
v2=.0000004625*.11; 
n=2; 
P2 (n-1) =P3 (n)  ; 



T2 (n-1) =T3 (n) ; 
M2 (n-1)=v2*3 -4965*P2 (n-1) / (T2 (-1) ) ; 
dl=,0135; 
d=dl/39 -370078; 
r=d/ 2 ; 
An=pi*rA2; 
ga=L - 4; 
Rair=2 8 6 ; 
t = r p m *  -00000083333 ; 
Te(n-1) =O; 

whila ncstop 

P3 (n) <=P2 fn-1) 
P2 (n) =P2 (n-1) ; 
T2 (n) =T2 (n-1) ; 
min(n) =O; 
M2 (n) =M2 (n-1) +rnin(n) ; 
Me (n) =O ; 
a (n! =l; 
n=n+l ; 

elseif (P2 (n-1) /P3 (n) ) >. 528  
Me(n)=[(((P3(n)/P2(n-l) )A.2857)-1)*5)A-5; 
Te(n)=T3 (n) / (1+.2*(Me(n) ) " 2 )  ; 
ce(n)=(ga*286*Te(n) ) * - 5 ;  
rowe (n) =P2 (n-1) / (286*Te (n) ) ; 
ndot (n) =rowe (ri) *Me(n) *ce(n) *AnxlOOO; 
rnin(n) =mdot(n) *t; 
M2 (n) =M2 (n-1) +min(n) ; 
T2 (n) =T2 (n-1) * (M2 (11-11 /M2 (n) ) +Te(n) * (min(n) /M2 (n)  ) ; 
PZ (n)  =M2 (n) *T2 (n1 / (3 - 4965*v2 )  ; 
row3 (n)  =P3 (n) / (286*T3 (n) ) ; 
a(n) =2; 
n=n+ 1 ; 

else 
Me(n) =l; 
Te(n)=.8333*T3 (n) ; 
Ve(n)=(ga*286*Te(n) ) --5; 
row3(n)=P3(n)/(286*T3(n)); 
rowe(n)=.6339*row3 (n) ; 
mdot (n) =rowe (n) *Ve(n) *Anf IOOC; 
nin(n) =mdot (n) *t; 
M2 (n) =M2 (n-1) +min(n) ; 
T2 (n) =T2 in-1) * (M2 (n-1) /M2 (n) ) +Te (n) * (min(n) /M2 ( n )  1 ; 
P2 (n)=M2 (a) *T2 (n) / (3 .496Sfv2) ; 
a(n) =3; 
n=n+l ; 

end 
end 



P2 (n:36OO) =injpress; 
T2(n:36001=T2(n-l) *(P2 (n) /P~(R-1) 1 h h 2 8 5 7 ;  
row2 (n13600) =P2 (n) / (286*T2 ( n )  1 ; 

while M2 (n-1) >O 
if (P3 (n-1) /P2 (n) ) >.528 

Me(n)=((( (P2(n)/P3(n-1) )h-2857)-1)*5)h-5; 
Te(n)=T2(n) /(l+-2*(Me(n) 1 2 )  ; 
ce(n) = (ga*286*Te(n) A -5; 
rowe(n) =P3 (n-1) / (286*Te(n) 1 ; 
mdot(n)=rowe(n)*~e(n)*~e(n1*An*1000; 
min(n) =mdot (n )  *t; 
M2 (n) =M2 (n-1) -rnin(n) ; 
a(n) =2; 
n=n+l; 

eise 
Me(n) =l; 
Te(n) =.8333"T2 (n) ; 
Ve (n) = (gaf286*Te (n) ) A .  5 ; 
rowe(n) =.6339*row2 (ri) ; 
mdot (n) =rowe(n) *Ve (n) *An*1000; 
min(n) =mdot (n) *t; 
~2(n)=M2(n-l)-min(n) ; 

a ( n )  =3; 
n=n+l ; 

end 
end 

delay= (n-stop) *t 

figure 
plot (Me) 

C.3 Injector nozzle redesign 

Based on the gas delay model, a metd insert was placed inside the nozzle to take up some of the space. 

Figure C.3 shows the nozzle with the insert. 



Figure C.3 - Original nozzle with metal insert used to reduce sac volume 

The insert was a metal sleeve with a srnall0.8 mm passageway. This reduced the sac volume to 50.9 mm3 

as shown in tabIe C. 1. 

Testing with the srnail sac volume nozzle did not show the decrease in ignition delay times that were 

predicted with the gas delay model. The model does not consider the pressure drop throuzh the smailer 

diameter insert. This pressure drop is likely the cause for the discrepancy between the predicted change in 

sas delay, and the actrral change in ignition delay between the two nozzles. It was decided that to reduce 

the nozzie sac volume, without causing a large pressure drop through it, the injector nozzle needed to be 

redesigned. 

To reduce pressure drop through the nozzle the distance from the seat to the nozzle hole was made as 

short as possible. Figure C.4 shows the new nozzle, seat and pintle. 



Fi y r e  C.4 - Nozzle, pintle and seat redesign 

This new design positions the seat close to the injector hole. Pressure drop is reduced because of the 

shorter travel path of the sas  from the tip of the pintle to the nozzle exit hole. Table C.2 shows the 

decrease in nozzle sac volumes for the original design, with the metal insert, and for the new nozzle, pintle 

and seat. 

Table C.2 - Nozzle sac voIurnes 

I Original nozzle I 362.5 mm3 I 
NozzIe Sac Volume 

- 

New nozzle. pintle. and seat 1 
Original nozzle with metal insert 

The redesign of the injector nozzle, pintle and seat offers a much smaller nozzle sac volume, with a 

smaller pressure drop than the nozzle with metal insert, and should therefore reduce the injected jas delay 

times to a reasonable level. Testing with the new nozzle has shown a fastest ignition delay time of0.975 

rns (a lift sensor was not used during this test). The previous fastest ignition delay time was 

approximately 5 ms. This Ume of 0.975 rns includes the injector lift delay, tirne for the gas to travel 

50.9 mm3 
I 



through the seat and injector nozzle, reach the glow plug and ignite. Tt can be seen by this low delay time 

that the new nozzIe design is able to substantially reduce the gas deIay time. 



Appendix D - Determining the jet arriva1 time and velocity at the glow plug 

D.1 Jet arriva1 time 

Oulette and Hill have conducted studies that show that transient jets exhibit self-similx behaviour past a 

nonnalized distance of Z/D=4.0 B.8. With ERDL nozzle that gives a distance of 0,054". which is well 

before the glow plug location. The penetration of an injected jet can be described by the foL1owing 

equations prornbacher, 19971 : 

Where Z - Penetration distance 

M, - injection momentum 

pch - Chamber density 

t - Time after injection start 

Where the injected jet momentum c m  be found from: 

Where A, - Nozzle orifice area 

Pi(t) - Interna1 nozzle pressure 

y - polytropic coefficient for natural gas 



The time for the jet to reach the wall can be determined directly from the above equations by solving for t. 

D.2 Jet velocity past the glow plug 

To determine the velocity at the glow plus, the derivative dZdt is taken from the penetration of an 

injected jet equation to give: 



Appendix E - Peak motored combustion bomb temperature calibration 

The peak motored bulk gas temperature in the bomb is estimated through a calibration 

based on intake air temperature and peak motored pressure. At a f ixed intake 

temperature, the peak motored bulk gas ternperature in the bomb cari be increased by 

increasing the intake pressure. Normally peak temperature is only affect by initial 

ternperature, but increasing the intake pressure (and therefore density) impacts the heat 

transfer from the bulk gas to the surroundings in the high surface to volume ratio ERDL 

bornb. Figure E. 1 shows temperature data taken in the ERDL bomb with a 0.0005" 

diameter K-type thermocouple. 

Peak bomb temperature vs Peak bornb pressure 

Figure E.1- Thermocouple data used in peak motored temperaturc calibratf on 
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A Ieast squares Multiple Linear Regression is used to determine the relationship between 

peak motored bomb temperature, peak motored bomb pressure and intake temperature 

from the data in Figure E. 1. The following relationship was found: 

with an R~ value of 0.996 

Where Tb - Peak motored bomb temperature (K) 

Pb - Peak motored bomb pressure ( P a )  

Ti - Intake temperature (OC) 

The temperature data was taken at an engine speed of 230 rpm and a coolant temperature 

of 155°C. Since engine speed and coolant temperature wiIl both affect heat transfer, and 

therefore peak motored temperature, the reiationship is valid only under those conditions. 



Appendur F - Glow plug shielding 

Three glow plug shields were used in the bomb. A shield oftèrs the benefit of reducing 

the convective heat transfer from the glow plug to the surrounding bulk sas. A shield, if 

properly designed, is also able to keep an ignitable mixture in the vicinity of the glow 

plug for a longer penod of time than with no shield. and should decrease ignition delay 

times- 

F.l Round shield 

A round shield was designed that enclosed the glow plug. It is held in place by a rod 

through the rhermocouple port at the top of  the bomb. a ring around the injecter. and it is 

sandwiched between the bornb mirror and quartz window. Figure F. 1 shows the shield in 

place- 

Figure F . l -  Round shieid, straight on view 



There is a 0.250" diameter entry hole for the jet that c m  be seen in Figure F.2- 

Figure F.3 - Round shield, bottom view 

By choosing the injection angle relative to the giow plug, the amount of the fuel jet that 

enters the shield can be controlled. 

An L shaped shield was designed for use in the bomb. While the shield does not enclose 

the glow plug-y it prevents a clockwise swirl motion from developing when the air enters 

the bomb through the tangential air entry hole. This shield reduces some of the 

convective heat trmsfer from the glow plug to the bulk gas, but it does not trap an 

i,pitable mixture in the vicinity of the glow plug as does the round shield. It is held in 

place by a rod through the thermocouple port at the top of the bornb, a clip around the 



injecter, and it is sandwiched between the bomb rnirror and quartz window. Figures F.3 

and F.4 show the location of the L-shield- 

Figure F.3 - L shieid, straight on view 

Figure F.4 - L shield, bottom view 



Appendix G - Data analysis program 

The following Matlab ver 5.2 program analyzes the raw data file and calculates ignition 

delay times: 

function autodelay=autodelay(filerrpm); 

close al1 

n=l ; 
while temp(n,4)<-9; 

n=n+l ; 
end 

n=n+14400; 
while temp(n,4)<.9; 

n=nil ; 
end 

m S = s e p  ( temp, (nl-2) ) ; 
bzero=sum(m2(890:910,1) 1/21; 
czero=sum(m2 (890:9lO, 3) 1/21; 
rn2 ( :  ,l)=mZ(:,l) -bzero; 
rri2(:.3)=rn2(:,3)-czero; 

rn3 =sep ( t e m p ,  (111-3 ) ) ; 

b z e r o = s u m ( m 3  (890:9lO,l) 1 /21; 
czero=sum(m3(890:910,3)1/21; 
m3 ( :  ,1)=m3 ( : ,  1) -bze~o; 
m3(:,3)=m3(:,3)-czero; 

m 4 = s e p  (temp, (nl-4) 1 ; 



m5=sep( temp, (n2-1) ) ; 
bzero=sum(m5(890:910,1))/21; 
czero=sum(m5(890:910,3) ) /21; 
m5(: ,I)=rn5( :,l)-bzero; 
mS(:,3)=m5(:,3)-czero; 

rn6=sep ( temp, (n2-2) ) ; 
bzero=sum(m6(890:910,1))/21; 
czero=sum(m6(890:910,3))/21; 
m6 ( : ,l) =m6 ( : ,1) -bzero; 
m6 ( : ,3) =rn6(: ,3) -czero; 

m7=sep ( temp, (n2-3 ) ) ; 

bzero=sum(m7 (890:9lO, 1) ) /21; 
czero=sum(m7 (890:910r3) ) /21; 
m7t: ,l)=rn7(:,l)-bzero; 
m7(:,3)=m7(:,3)-czero; 

m8=sep( temp, (112-4) ) ; 
bzero=sum(m8(890:910,1))/21; 
czero=sum(m8(890:910,3))/21; 
m8(: ,l)=m8( :,l)-bzero; 
m8(: ,3)=m8(:,3)-czero; 

m9=sep( temp, (n3-1) ) ; 
bzero=sum(m9(890:910,1))/21; 
czero=sum(m9(890:910,3)) /21; 
mg(:, l)=mg(:, 1)-bzero; 
m9(:,3)=m9(:,3)-czero; 

mlO=sep (temp, (113-2) ) ; 

bzero=sum(m1O(890:91OI1))/21; 
czero=sum(mlO (89O:glO, 3) ) /21; 
ml0 ( : ,1) =ml0 ( : ,1) -bzero; 
rn10(:,3)=m10(:,3)-czero; 

mll=sep (temp, (n3-3 ) ) ; 

bzero=sum(m11(890:910,1))/21; 
czero=sum(m11(890:910,3))/21; 
rnll(: ,l)=mll( :,l)-bzero; 
ml1 ( : , 3  =ml1 ( : ,3 ) -czero; 

ml3=sep (temp, (n4-1) 1 ; 
bzero=sum(ml3 (890: 9lOJ) ) /21; 
czero=sum(m13(890:920,3))/21; 
rn13(:,1)=m13(:,1)-bzero; 



ml4=sep (temp, (114-2 ) ) ; 

bzero=sum(m14 (890:9lO, 1) ) /21; 
czero=sum(m14 (890:9lO, 3) ) /21; 
m14(:, l)=m14(: ,1)-bzero; 
ml4(: ,3)=ml4( : ,3)-czero; 

mlS=sep (temp, (114-3 ) ) ; 

bzero=sum(rnlS (890:910r 1) ) /21; 
czero=sum(ml5 (890:9lO, 3) ) /21; 
m15(:,1) =ml5 ( :  ,Il-bzero; 
ml5 ( : , 3  ) =ml5 ( : ,3) -czero; 

ml6=sep (temp, (n4-4) 1 ; 
bzero=sum(m16(890:910,1) 1/21; 
czero=sum(ml6 (89O:SlO, 3 )  ) /21; 
m16(:,1)=m16(: ,Il-bzero; 
m16(:,3)=m16(:,3)-czero; 

mzx(mave ( :, 1) 1 
max (mave ( : , 3  ) ) 



figure 
plot ( d f l )  
axis ( 11600 2000 -150 60001 
xlabel( ' C A D f 5 '  
ylabel( ' kPa' 1 

figure 
plot ( d f 2 )  
axis ( il600 2000 -150 60001 1 
xlabel( 'C-3D"S' 1 
ylabel ( ' kPaf 

figure 
plot(df3) 
axis([i600 2000 -150 60001) 
xlabel( 'CADiS' ) 
ylabel ( ' kPa ' ) 

figure 
plot (df4) 
axis ( [l6C0 2000 -150 60001 
xlabel ( ' CADxS ' ) 
ylabel ( ' kPa ' ) 



m=1750; 
while dfl(mI4)cdfl(rn,6); 

m=mt 1; 
end 
dflinjstart=( (dfl(m,6)-dfl((m-1) , 4 )  )/(dfl(m,4)-d£l((m-1) ,4) 1 )+(m-1) ; 

m=1?50; 
while df4(rn14)<df4(m,6); 

m=m+ 1 : 
end 
df4injstart=( (df4(rn,6)-df4((rnm1) ,4) )/(df4(mt4)-df4((m-1) e 4 ) ) ) + ( r n - l ) ;  

m=1750; 
while dfl(m,3)<250; 

m=m+ 1 ; 
end 
while dfl(rn13)>dfl(m,5); 

m=m- 1 ; 
end 
df~ingstart=((dfi(m,5)-dfl(m,3))/(dfl((m+ll~3)-dfl~m~3)))+~: 

m=1750; 
while df2(rn13)c250; 

m=m+ 1 ; 
end 
while df2(rnI3)>df2(m,5); 

m=m- 1 ; 
end 
df2ingstart= ( (df2 ( m ,  5 -df2 (m, 3 1 / (df2 ( (m+l 

m=1750; 
while df3(rnI3)<250; 

LP.-m+ l- ; 
end 
while df3(m,3)>df3(mI5); 

m=m- 1 ; 
end 
df3ingstart=( (df3 (m, 5) -df3(m, 3 )  ) / (df3((m+l) , 3 )  -df3 (m13) ) ) + m ;  

m=1750; 



while df4(m,3)<250; 
m=m+l ; 

end 
while df4(m,3)>df4(m,5); 

m=m- 1 ; 
end 
df4ingstart=((df4(rn,S)-df4(m,3) )/(df4((m+l) ,31-df4(mC3) 1 ) + m ;  

delayl=(dflingstart-dfli11jstart) /(rprn*.O3) 
delay2=(dfSingstart-~if2injstart) /(rprn*.O3) 
delayl=(df3ingstart-df3injstart) /irpmIr.03) 
delayl=(df4ingstart-df4injstart) /(rpmffO3) 
max ( mave ( : , 1 ) ) 

max(mave(:,3) 1 



Appendix H - Ignition delay time error analysis 

In detelminhg the error involved in calculating ignition delay time the following sources 

must be considered- They are the fiber optic lift sensor, the bomb chamber pressure 

sensor, the data acquisition system resolution, and the engine speed measurement. 

The signal from the fiber optic sensor is used to determine the start of injection. The 

fiber optic sensor uses a light b e m  bounced off of the armature in the natural gas injector 

to determine lift. The slowest component in this system is the electronics which converts 

the light signal to an electrical signal. Since the response time of the order of ns, the error 

in determining the injector opening time is negligible. The accuracy of the lift sensor is 

not a source of error because only the start of injector opening is required. not an absolute 

value. Error in determinin% injection start will be deterrnined by the sampling rate of the 

data acquisition system. At an engine speed of 335 rpm this has been determined to be 

+ 0.142 ms. 

The pressure sensor is used to determine the start of ignition. Error from this sensor is 

reduceci because the method for determining ignition delay tirne subtracts the pressure 

from the fired cycle from the average motored cycle. Any error which would be present 

in the pressure measurement due to the !ineC+ty of the sensor is canceled when the 

difference between the two cycles is considered. It is the repeatability of the sensor 

which is of importance in determining its error contribution. The repeatability of the 

sensor and engine motored cycle pressure can be estimated together. For a typical data 



set at the time of injection the average motored cycle pressure at the time of injection was 

4341 kPa t- 7 kPa with confidence of 99%. Therefore the repeatability of the pressure 

sensor and engine rnotored pressure can be estimated at + 7 kPa. 

The resolution of the data acquisition system will dso add the error in calcuIating 

i3pition delay tirnes. The 16 bit data acquisition system results in a resolution, or error. 

of 0.133 Wa. Fi-pre H. I the error for a typicd cycle with the repeatability of the 

pressure sensor, engine motored pressure and data acquisition system ail included. 

Error estimation of tÿpical cycle 

Figure H.1- Error caused by repeatability of pressure sensor, enginc motored pressure and data 
acquisition resolution 



From Figure H. 1 the delay time error due to pressure sensor repeatability, engine motored 

pressure repeatability, and data acquisition resolution is + 0.034 rns. 

The engine speed measurement is aiso a source of error. The data acquisition system is 

based off the shaft encoder on the engine. The engine speed measurernent is used to 

convert CAD based measurements to time based measurements. While testins the engine 

speed was set ac 235 rpm, however this speed would fluctuate by up to + 2.5 rpm. When 

converting the CAD measurements to a time base this creates and error in the ignition 

delay time of 1.06%. 

Table H. 1 shows the isnition delay error from ail sources. 

Table H.1- Ignition delay error 

Therefore a 2 rns ignition delay time will have an error of I O. 196 ms. 

Error source / Error (+ms) 
Fiber optic lift sensor 
Pressure sensor, engi~e ,  and data 
acquisition system 
Engine speed 

Total error 

O. 142 
0.034 

1.06% (0.020 ms for 
2.00 ms ignition delüy) 

0.196 




